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ABSTRACT 
MODELLING INFORMATION USAGE AND DECISION PROCESSES IN NEW 
PRODUCT INTRODUCTIONS: AN INFORMATION-PROCESSING 
PERSPECTIVE 
FEBRUARY 1990 
THOMAS ABRAHAM, BSc, St. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE 
MBA, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 
Ph.D, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Directed by: Professor Van Court M. Hare 
The objective of this study is to understand the problem solving process 
used in new product introductions, and other unstructured business problems. I 
hope this understanding will contribute to improved decision support systems. 
Based on Cognitive psychology theories (in particular, Anderson, 1983, 
1987), a set of propositions were outlined and investigated by using a computer 
model. One application of the expert system shell, used here, is to try to model 
the expert’s knowledge. The shell is used to develop a system that simulates the 
expert’s approach to problem solving. The differences between this application and 
expert system development, are: (i) the focus is on trying to understand the mind 
of the expert, instead of trying to replace him; and (ii) the problem area is ill- 
structured, instead of narrow and well-defined. 
The introduction of new products into markets is an example of an ill- 
structured problem, in a business setting. In particular, identifying opportunities is 
v 
a creative process that is not well understood. It is critical for most companies 
to create new products - their future growth and competitiveness often depends 
on this. 
The method adopted, computer simulation, has both advantages and 
limitations. The advantages include: (i) in-depth analysis of the problem-solving 
process; (ii) operationalizing the theory; and (iii) producing a program that can 
act as a research vehicle for future projects. The limitations are: (i) small sample 
size; (ii) lack of clear-cut validation procedures; and (iii) dependence on shell 
features. The findings, for the most part, supported the propositions (i) The 
expert model clearly had more procedural knowledge than the textbook model. 
This supports the proceduralization theory of skill acquisition, (ii) Reasoning by 
analogy was used by both expert and novices. The use of weak methods by the 
expert does not support the theory, (iii) The expert adopted a forward reasoning 
strategy within a task agenda. This supports the hierarchical goal structure theory 
of Anderson, (iv) The use of soft information was also observed. 
vi 
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Philosophers and scientists have tried, throughout history, to understand 
the mind. It is one of the most complex, mysterious, and fascinating subjects for 
research. Today, thousands (millions?) of years after the first human asked the 
question "Who am I?", we are still far from a complete answer. However, the 
number of investigators and the variety of approaches to the question have 
increased exponentially in recent times. Clinical psychologists probe the causes of 
neuroses, neuroscientists analyze the physical structure of the brain, and cognitive 
scientists propose and test various abstract models of learning and memory. Many 
intriguing theories and a great number of useful applications have emerged from 
these efforts. 
« 
Despite it’s central role in decision-making, researchers in the sub¬ 
discipline of Management Information Systems (MIS) have largely ignored the 
mind. A great deal of work has been done with regard to the human-computer 
interface (Benbasat & Dexter, 1986; Chervany, Dickson, & Kozar, 1971), 
cognitive styles (Benbasat & Taylor, 1978), and decision support systems (Keen & 
Scott-Morton, 1978). Most of this research favors a black-box approach to the 
mind of the decision maker. This approach is probably due to the influence of the 
behavioral psychologists who were opposed to mental models. With the growing 
acceptance of the information-processing paradigm, however, MIS researchers are 
beginning to focus on understanding the decision process as a means to effectively 
support it. Earlier research was limited to processing transactions and supporting 
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well-structured decisions. The solutions, such as application systems, data base 
management systems, spreadsheets, etc., have proved to be very effective with 
regard to those problems. The majority of strategic business decisions, however, 
are ill-structured and messy. The same solutions cannot be applied to such 
problems. This study subscribes to the cognitive modelling method and, in 
particular, to the development of computer-based models. These models attempt 
to capture the human mind’s ability to deal with complexity and uncertainty, 
while also highlighting the limitations. The next sections describe the study and 
outline the findings. 
Assumptions 
Can a computer program be used to model the problem solving process? 
Can these models help to understand this process? Can such an understanding 
ultimately lead to better solutions and better information systems to support 
problem solving? 
The underlying assumption of this dissertation is that the answer is yes. I 
have applied these ideas to study an important business problem: how to 
introduce new products into the market. 
2 
Objective 
The objective of this study is to contribute towards an improved 
understanding of managerial thinking with respect to strategic decisions. In other 
words, I have tried to describe the decision process of a manager confronted with 
an ill-structured problem. Specifically, this study tried to describe the problem 
solving process used in newr product introductions, and other, similar, unstructured 
business problems. It is hoped that such an understanding will lead to improved 
decision support systems. 
Method 
The method adopted was to model the decision process using cpmputer 
simulation. A computer program was developed to partially replicate the 
information search process, the knowledge organization, and the strategy selection 
of an experienced manager (who shall be referred to as the "expert"). The 
program is itself a detailed description of the decision process. In addition, the 
model was compared with a textbook model and with data collected from 
interview's with other, less experienced managers. The differences and similarities 
identified from these comparisons, provided insights into learning and problem¬ 
solving in the strategic management domain. 
The textbook and expert models were developed using an expert system 
shell called Goldworks (1987). Expert systems are specialized programs that 
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perform tasks ordinarily done by human experts. Researchers in the Artificial 
Intelligence discipline have been very successful in producing high performance 
systems in narrow domains of expertise. These systems are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 1. An expert system shell retains the basic architecture and 
features of the expert system, but does not contain any domain-specific 
knowledge. Thus, the researcher or developer can create an expert system or 
model by adding knowledge to the shell. The specific expert system shell used 
here is Gold Works, by Gold Hill Computers, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Typical 
of the moderately complex shells available, Goldworks has superior input-output 
displays for interaction with users. This was also the product available for 
research at The School of Management, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. 
Most engineers and management scientists use the term "simulation" to 
mean mathematical or stochastic modelling of some phenomenon. However, the 
definition of the word is "to artificially replicate", and is not limited to 
mathematical modelling. Cognitive Scientists have long used the term to indicate 
replication of human behavior, especially cognition or mental processes. It is in 
this sense that simulation is used here. A number of techniques were used to 
acquire knowledge from the expert. This knowledge was incorporated into a 
computer program to replicate his problem-solving process. The program became 
a model of the expert’s cognitive processes with respect to the problem domain. 
A second method of cognitive investigation, more popular with 
psychologists, is expert-novice comparison. These comparisons highlight the 
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changes in problem solving methods and knowledge organization that occur as a 
result of skill acquisition. In other words, they identify aspects of "expertise”. 
Typically, laboratory experiments are conducted to identify differences between 
experts and novices. In this study, however, a method called protocol analysis was 
adopted. Essentially, this technique requires the subjects to verbalize their 
thoughts as they solve a problem. These protocols are taped, transcribed, and 
analyzed. Differences, if any, can then be identified. In addition to the expert- 
novices comparison, the computer models for the textbook and expert were also 
compared. This comparison sought to identify differences between normative and 
practiced decision processes. 
A Brief History of the Study 
« 
I began the research effort by familiarizing myself with the Goldworks 
shell and with some elementary Lisp programming. Next, I collaborated with a 
doctoral student, majoring in marketing, to develop a preliminary system. 
Although I undertook the actual system development, he facilitated the effort by 
selecting and reviewing the appropriate literature. This system was based on 
textbook models and other published accounts of the decision process. I spent the 
next two months conducting interviews with the primary expert, Prof. Graham 
Morbey of the University of Massachusetts. Prof. Morbey has over twenty years of 
experience in product management at such firms as Johnson & Johnson and 
Hoechst. Currently, he is a consultant for a number of companies located in 
Western New England. These sessions included structured and unstructured 
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interviews, task analysis, and system interaction. During this period, I also 
iteratively developed the system to reflect his thinking. This process is essentially 
infinite and could continue endlessly. System development was therefore 
concluded when the system could replicate the decision process for three test 
cases. 
Finally, four practicing managers from diverse industries, were interviewed. 
Their protocols were taped and transcribed. These transcriptions were used to 
identify similarities and differences in their approaches. Since three of the 
managers are relatively inexperienced, they can be considered novices. The 
differences between them and the expert were analyzed based on earlier findings 
in the cognitive science literature. The companies visited were: the engineering 
plastics division of a very large diversified corporation; a major defense and 
aerospace contractor; a sporting goods manufacturer; and a bank. This selection 
was a convenience sample. 
Theoretical Foundation 
This is an inter-disciplinary research effort. The research was conducted 
from a Management Information Systems (MIS) perspective. That is, the focus is 
on advancing the knowledge in the MIS discipline. The application areas, on the 
other hand, are Strategic and Marketing Management. These disciplines provided 
the normative description of the decision area. Finally, the research method was 
provided by the Cognitive Science discipline. 
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Problem Area 
The area of new product introductions was selected as the strategic 
decision for this study. I selected this problem because it is strategically 
important, it is normatively well-described, and it is the focus of a number of 
studies by researchers at the University of Massachusetts. 
The introduction of new products into markets is an example of an ill- 
structured problem, in a business setting. In particular, identifying opportunities is 
a creative process that is not well understood. It is critical for most companies to 
create new products - their future growth and competitiveness depends on this. 
Importance 
A great deal of progress has been made in supporting the structured, 
deterministic, aspects of managerial decision-making. Support systems include 
transaction processing, database management, mathematical modelling, and 
communication systems. However, most strategic decisions are ill-structured and 
non-deterministic. It is hoped that by better understanding the decision process, it 
will be possible to support these strategic decisions. 
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Novelty of Approach 
Typical applications of expert systems research include diagnostic 
(symptom, cause, treatment) scenarios for physicians and equipment repair 
people, bank credit and credit card rating systems, tax law navigators, engineering 
design guidelines for petroleum refineries, and so on. As one might expect, the 
narrower the domain, the more stable the domain, and the more structured the 
domain, the greater the chance for expert system success. 
In data processing and in scientific investigtion, well-defined problems 
usually meet with success first. We can easily verify solutions to well-defined 
problems, which are often repetitive, formalized, and deal in statistically stable 
information. By the same token, repetitive, well-defined problems are not always 
as interesting or important as their less-structured cousins. 
The uniqueness of this study is the attempt to apply the expert systems 
approach to unstructured decision-making. Other researchers have begun to 
develop simple expert systems for strategic management. However, the focus here 
is to model the decision process rather than to produce expert performance. The 
shell is used to develop a system that simulates the expert’s approach to problem 
solving. The differences between this application and expert system development, 
are: (i) the focus is on trying to understand the mind of the expert, instead of 
trying to replace him; and (ii) the problem area is ill-structured, instead of narrow 
and well-defined. 
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The difference between this study and the efforts of the information¬ 
processing psychologists, is the decision area. Chess and Physics are examples of 
problem-solving areas chosen by psychologists (Chase & Simon, 1973). I have 
applied their methods to a strategic management decision. 
Findings 
The major output of the study is the computer program itself. The 
conceptual structures and procedures used by the expert are partially captured. 
The program documentation is attached in Appendix B. 
The analysis of the program and the comparison of expert, novice, and 
textbook data yielded some interesting results. These findings are discussed in 
detail in Chapter 5. 
Organization 
The dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 reviews the 
relevant literature from the Management Information Systems, the Strategic 
Management, the Cognitive Science, and the Marketing disciplines. Chapter 2 
discusses the framework for the data analysis. Chapter 3 details the research 
method adopted. Chapter 4 covers the data analysis effort. Finally, Chapter 5 
discussses the findings and possible extensions. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRIOR RESEARCH ON TOPIC 
This research effort is inter-disciplinary. The primary area is Management 
Information Systems, with Strategic Management, Cognitive Science, and Marketing 
providing the base disciplines. As is often the case with inter-disciplinary research, 
the prior literature is too vast to be fully captured. The following sections provide 
a representative selection of relevant research in these areas. In particular, prior 
work on cognitive modelling and expert-novice differences is discussed. The sources 
of the propositions that guided this investigation are also identified in this chapter. 
1.1 Management Information Systems Literature : 
The following sections provide an overview of the Management Information 
Systems literature. 
1.1.1 Background 
Management Information Systems (MIS) research, like many young disciplines 
in management, is still searching for a paradigm to guide its efforts. Until such time 
that one is found, researchers must look to published research and to the many 
proposed frameworks(Mason & Mitroff, 1973; Chervany et al., 1971). 
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The Harvard Business School sponsored a research colloquium on 
Information Systems research in 1983-84. The proceedings (McFarlan, 1984), provide 
an overview of research issues in MIS. Four broad areas of MIS research identified 
by the colloquium are : Management Support Systems; Information Systems 
technology and Organizations; Management of the IS resource; and Information 
Technology (IT) and Corporate Strategy. Culnan (1987) conducted a study of MIS 
research issues, using a co-citation analysis approach. She found a multi-dimensional 
field with 5 major clusters : Foundations; Micro approaches to MIS design and use; 
Macro (organizational) approaches to MIS design and use; MIS management; and 
MIS curriculum. This study would be classified under Management Support Systems 
by the colloquium scheme and under Micro approaches to MIS by the Culnan 
method. 
1.1.2 Decision Support Systems 
Decision Support Systems or DSS are designed to help in the decision¬ 
making process. Many successful systems have been developed. These include 
mathematical modelling systems, spreadsheets, electronic mail, and database 
management. However, the real challenge now is to support ill-structured decisions. 
The most promising technological developments come from the field of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Fuzzy modelling systems is one area that looks especially 
promising. 
ll 
"Fuzzy models are used by senior managers all the time. For 
example, in a pricing decision, a manager might bring into play 
the folowing rules : 1. Our price should be below our 
competitor’s price; and 2. If our competitor’s prices go too high, 
we should price for increased marketing share. With a fuzzy 
modelling system, the above statements form a model of a 
pricing decision that could be solved.... Fuzzy modelling systems 
can create and analyze models that are incompletely specified, 
internally inconsistent, or ambiguous in their causality." (Treacy, 
1985, p. 186-187) 
However, these systems are at an early stage of development. It is too early 
to predict their impact on strategic decision-making. 
Another development that is currently available is expert systems technology. 
Expert Systems (or knowledge-based systems) have caught the imagination of the 
popular press (Business Week, March ’82; Fortune, May/June ’82) and MIS 
« 
researchers. The ability of a machine to reason "intelligently" could transform the 
role of a computer from a passive to an active one. Expert systems research (one 
area of AI, along with machine vision, learning, robotics, natural language 
processing, etc.) has been remarkably successful at emulating expert performance in 
narrow domains. Among the better known systems are MYCIN, a system that 
diagnoses and prescribes treatment for blood-related diseases (Shortliffe, 1976); 
heuristic DENDRAL which hypothesizes a set of molecular structures given the 
constituent atoms and a spectroscopic analysis of the unknown molecule (Lindsay et 
al., 1980); and MACSYMA, which uses algebraic manipulation capabilities to solve 
mathematical problems (Moses, 1975). Many others have been and are being 
developed that perform at human expert levels. 
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Luconi et al. (1986, pg. 368) extend the earlier frameworks for MIS to include 
expert systems and expert support systems. Knowledge for many problems, especially 
at the executive level, cannot be feasibly encoded fully. In these cases expert support 
systems are needed to allow users to solve problems interactively. They conclude that 
the time is ripe for working on prototypes of ESS that can harness expert knowledge. 
Recently researchers have begun using expert systems and laboratory 
experiments to investigate the decision process itself (Gal & Steinbart, 1986; Chu, 
1987). This should help to understand the process and thus help to improve support 
systems. 
12 Cognitive Science Literature 
Cognitive Science is a multi-disciplinary research area. The major research 
focus is on understanding cognition or thinking. The following sections decribe some 
of the research methods and findings in this area. 
1.2.1 Background 
Psychologists under the behaviorist tradition (Pavlov, 1927; Skinner, 1957), 
had treated the mind as a black box. Today, however, the dominant paradigm is 
cognitive psychology which seeks to understand the mental processes involved in 
human intelligence. Another tradition, which follows largely from Newell and Simon 
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(1958, 1972), is information-processing psychology. Researchers propose that 
computer programs that replicate human cognitive processes are themselves theories 
of cognition. A third related discipline is Artificial Intelligence (AI). While the first 
two focus on human intelligence, AI attempts to produce machine intelligence. 
However, the three areas are mutually reinforcing and together form the broader 
discipline of cognitive science (along with philosophy and linguistics). This study is 
based, in the main, on the theories and methods of information-processing 
psychology. 
The basic model of human cognition, proposed by the information-processing 
psychologists, consists of a limited short-term memory (STM) component, a virtually 
unlimited long-term memory (LTM) component, a number of sensory stores, and 
a processor. STM contains information that is consciously attended to*(heeded) by 
the central processor. These thoughts (or chunks) provide a trace of the cognitive 
process. It is hypothesized that verbal protocols (especially concurrent ones) provide 
a serial encoding of the thoughts in STM. Sensory stimuli are received by the sensory 
stores. A process called recognition matches these sensory icons to percepts in long 
term memory and sets up pointers to these structures in STM. A slower process 
called association involves retrieving information from LTM. This may involve 
traversing through associated structures and leaves a trace of cues in STM. An 
example of the association process is the attempt to recall a name. These processes 
have been successfully modeled in programs such as EPAM (Elementary perceiver 
and memorizer, Feigenbaum & Simon, 1964). Certain task-oriented cognitive 
processes are repeated so often, they do not need to be consciously monitored (the 
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analogy is made to compiled as opposed to interpreted code). These processes do 
not leave a trace in STM since they are not heeded, and are therefore unavailable 
for verbalizing. 
The information-processing theory of cognition, presented above, has its 
antecedents in many different research areas. An excellent discussion is provided in 
Lachman, et al.(1979) and a brief overview is presented here. Turing’s (1936) work 
in mathematical logic was the basis for the later development of the computer. 
However, Newell & Simon (1958,1972) provided the crucial insight that humans and 
computers could be viewed as belonging to the class of universal machines. They 
could be considered to be symbol-manipulating systems. The revolution in 
psychological research, causing a paradigm shift from neobehaviorism to information¬ 
processing, took place because of these and other contributions. Information theory 
(Shannon, 1948) suggested the ideas of information channels and restricted channel 
capacity, along with concepts such as information coding. Linguistics (Chomsky, 
1959) demonstrated the almost infinite capabilities of humans to generate unique 
sentences, thus seriously questioning the stimulus-response theory of neobehaviorists. 
Verbal learning psychologists (many of whom later switched to the information- 
processing paradigm) conducted some path breaking research. Miller (1956) 
conducted an experiment that indicated that people can remember roughly 7 (plus 
or minus 2) unrelated items. He also found that the number of items could be 
increased by ‘chunking’. For example, if a list of numbers could be grouped into 
meaningful dates, longer lists could be remembered. The number of chunks, 
however, remained at the magic number 7. This very limited memory capacity could 
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not explain the much greater capabilities of human memory. Peterson & Peterson 
(1959), conducted another important study in which subjects had to memorize a 
trigram. Some subjects were asked to count backwards soon after seeing the trigram. 
After only 18 seconds, these subjects had forgotten the trigram. This indicated that 
rehearsing allows people to store information in a second memory and later recall 
this information even though the rehearsing was stopped earlier. These experiments 
demonstrated the existence of both short and long-term memory. 
A large number of theories for the representation and manipulation of 
knowledge have been subsequently developed. Semantic networks (Quillian, 1968), 
Frames (Minsky, 1975), Production rules, and Scripts (Schank, 1977), are examples 
of knowledge representation theories. Processing strategies include forward and 
backward (Shortliffe, 1976) reasoning (data-driven and goal-driven ’strategies), 
means-ends analysis (Newell & Simon, 1972), opportunistic planning (Hayes-Roth 
& Hayes-Roth, 1978), etc. Of these, frames and production rules have been 
extensively used in expert systems and shells. Shells also typically provide forward 
and backward reasoning strategies. 
Cognitive psychologists have been investigating a number of heuristics (biases) 
used by human problem-solvers. These include the representativeness heuristic and 
the availability heuristic. These findings (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972; Tversky & 
Kahneman, 1973) are important for decision support. For instance, the availability 
bias may be overcome through case-based reasoning systems (Ashley & Rissland, 
1987; Kolodner et al, 1985). A decision-maker can complement his limited repertoire 
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of analogous decision situations with such a system. A better estimate of the 
probabilities involved with the decision can thus be made. 
1JZ2 Expertise in Problem-solving 
The three areas of research that are focused on are Memory (knowledge 
structures), Reasoning (control strategies), and Learning (skill acquisition). 
Memory research (Dhaliwal, 1989, reviews this research) has demonstrated 
a dichotomy of memory types. One type of memory is termed declarative or 
semantic. This type of memory is used to organize information. The knowledge 
structures that support this memory are taxonomic or categorical. The second type 
of memory is termed procedural. This type of memory is active and produces 
inferences or actions. Many types of knowledge structures have been hypothesized 
to support procedural memeory. These include scripts, and production rules. 
In computer science the movement away from general problem solving to 
knowledge-based systems reflects the importance of knowledge and knowledge 
structures. Memory has been described by various dichotomies. Declarative - 
Procedural and Episodic - Semantic are two examples of these dichotomies. 
Declarative knowledge refers to static information, that is, facts and figures and 
relations between them. Semantic knowledge is a very similar concept. Semantic 
Memory is the subsystem concerned with storage and utilization of knowledge about 
words and concepts, their properties, and interrelations (Dhaliwal, 1989). The 
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knowledge can be visualized as a network of related concepts and properties. 
Procedural knowledge, on the other hand, pertains to active information. Procedures 
actually direct actions and make inferences. Episodic knowledge is a somewhat 
broader concept. Episodic memory is concerned with storage and retrieval of 
temporally dated, spatially located, and personally experienced events and episodes, 
and temporal-spatial relations among such events (Dhaliwal, 1989). For example, an 
embarrasing memory of having said or done the wrong thing at a particular party is 
stored as an episode. Thus semantic memory is more abstract and general, while 
episodic memory pertains to specific instances occuring at a particular time. 
Various structures have been hypothesized to organize memory. Semantic/ 
Declarative memory is typically viewed as a hierarchically organized structure or 
taxonomy. One of the major issues in the research on expertise is on identifying the 
differences in the knowledge structures of experts and novices. It has been found 
that knowledge appears to progress from declarative or semantic towards episodic 
or procedural. This phenomenon was investigated here. 
One of the more compelling theories of cognitive architecture is the ACT* 
theory (Anderson, 1983,1987). Skill Acquisition is viewed as knowledge compilation. 
Declarative knowledge is gradually compiled into domain-specific procedures. This 
is termed proceduralization. The procedures are in the form of production rules. A 
second stage of compilation is composition. This involves collapsing multiple 
productions into larger productions. Another interesting feature of the production 
system in ACT* is the hierarchical goal structure. This goal structure controls the 
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problem solving process. According to ACT*, skills (or expertise) are acquired 
through stages. Initially, all humans possess weak problem solving methods such as 
analogical reasoning, and means-ends analysis. These are domain independent 
methods and therefore weak. (Conversely, strong methods involve the use of domain- 
specific knowledge.) Individuals also acquire declarative knowledge about specific 
domains. The structure and depth of this knowledge is a function of personal 
experience and training. To solve a problem in a domain, a novice applies the weak 
methods to the declarative knowledge to arrive at a solution. For example, when a 
novice programmer is asked to write a function, she uses syntactical rules and 
previous examples, fashioned as a template. The syntax and the example are 
declarative knowledge. The strategy of relating these structures to the current 
problem is reasoning by analogy. Once the problem has been solved successfully, the 
relevant knowledge is encoded into a production rule. The next time a similar 
problem is encountered, the solution is automatically generated from the procedure. 
The weak method of analogy is bypassed. The procedures are organized into a goal 
hierarchy that corresponds to the problem structure. In the programmer example, 
this hierarchy is: 
Write function 
Map DEFUN Map function Map Map process 
name parameters 
Finally, with further experience, the procedures that relate to a sub-goal are 
composed into larger procedures. The procedures developed are domain-specific. 
Transfer of these procedures to other domains depends on the similarities between 
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domains. For example, Singley and Anderson (1985) found that secretaries switching 
between text editors could quickly adapt to the new editor if the underlying editing 
process was similar. If the switch was between two line editors, the learning rate was 
rapid. Switching to a screen editor took more time. This indicates that transfer of 
procedures to new domains can be accomplished if the domains are similar. 
In summary, the ACT* theory (Anderson, 1983, 1987) of skill acquisition has 
the following premises: 
(i) Procedural knowledge is in the form of production rules. 
(ii) The rules are organized in a hierarchical goal structure. 
(iii) Novices in a particular domain use weak methods to solve problems. These 
methods include analogy, means-ends analysis, hill climbing, and pure forward 
search. 
(iv) Skills in the domain are acquired by knowledge compilation. Compilation is the 
process of converting declarative knowledge to procedural knowledge. 
(v) Expertise, that is productions, can be transferred only to similar domains. 
A major research area within the information-processing paradigm is 
problem-solving. Early research focused on general problem-solving methods. It was 
believed that a few general strategies could explain high performance in any field. 
The means-ends analysis used in GPS (General Problem Solver, Newell & Simon, 
1972) is an example of such a strategy. It was found , however, that in most complex 
fields domain-free strategies could not perform adequately. Systems using large 
amounts of domain-specific knowledge, on the other hand, were proving to be 
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extraordinarily effective (Shortliffe, 1976). It is now generally believed that expert 
performance in problem-solving is achieved through the acquisition and application 
of a large, well-organized, domain-specific knowledge-base. The focus of research is 
to study the organization and use of this knowledge. This focus was adopted in my 
research effort. 
Applied research, conducted in areas such as medicine, law, and business, has 
focused on expert knowledge and expert-novice differences. A schematic knowledge 
representation is hypothesized, with domain-specific knowledge organized around 
prototypes or hypotheses. 
"A model of long-term memory centered around prototypes and 
associated cues plays a major role in recent theories of expert 
problem-solving strategies. In these theories , the prototypes 
take the form of hypotheses which structure further information 
search and evaluation" (Libby, 1981). 
Proposition 1 of this study is based on this theory. Findings from this research 
(Slatter, 1987) indicate that there are no differences between the short-term memory 
capacities of experts and novices. However, the chunks are associated with more 
elaborate long-term schemas. Also,a major factor in problem-solving is formulation. 
It appears that experts spend more time formulating a problem. Once formulated 
however, the solution procedure is fast and efficient. Processing strategies also 
appear to differ between experts and novices (Slatter, 1988). The former appear to 
use forward or data-driven methods, while the latter use goal-driven or backward 
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methods, at least in well-defined areas such as medicine and physics problem solving. 
Proposition 4 of this study incorporates this finding. (Note: The propositions appear 
out of sequence because this chapter is organized by discipline.) 
123 Research Methods 
Methods for eliciting the cognitive processes of problem-solvers include verbal 
protocol analysis, eye-movement analysis, etc. Verbal protocols appear to be the 
most widely used and appropriate method for knowledge acquisition. The rationale 
and justification for the use of this method are presented in Simon and Ericsson 
(1984). They are based on the information-processing theory of cognition presented 
earlier. Essentially, concurrent verbal protocols are hypothesized to be a trace of 
information in STM. However, verbal protocols are often insufficient to test 
hypotheses or even to explore cognitive structures. Chi et al.(1982) describe a 
number of studies using innovative tasks other than problem solving. Sorting or 
categorizing problems is one popular method that clearly demonstrates differences 
in knowledge organization. One of the studies described found that for physics 
problems, experts possess a "deep" knowledge structure while novices have a 
"surface" knowledge structure. That is to say that experts categorize problems based 
on underlying principles such as Conservation of Energy. Novices, on the other hand, 
categorize problems based on surface features such as the physical objects in the 
problem. A subsequent study, using a repeated sorting task, found evidence of a 
hierarchical knowledge structure in the case of experts. Chi et. al. (1982) indicate 
that these findings were not evident when problem-solving protocols were analyzed. 
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In addition to the methods above, many researchers have used computer 
programming as a means to develop theories of cognition (Newell, 1970) or to 
demonstrate effective procedures for emulating problem-solving behavior. These 
computer programs are usually considered models of cognition at a ‘knowledge’ level 
(Newell, 1982). 
"The goal of developing a working computer program requires 
that the representations and processes of a theory be 
formalized in detail, and a program’s failures can give a fine¬ 
grained insight into where the theory needs to be changed." 
(Stillings et al., 1987, p. 125) 
Slatter(1987) summarizes the benefits of computer modeling. These include: (i) a 
requirement for explicitness and clarity in theory building; (ii) enabling dynamic 
interactions between elements of the model; (iii) unexpected system behavior can 
generate new hypotheses; and (iv) demonstration of ability to operationalize theory. 
Computer-based cognitive modelling was selected as the method in this research 
effort. 
13 Strategic Management Literature 
The Strategic Management discipline concerns itself with the evolution, 
organization, and future planning of businesses. The focus is on the business unit as 
a whole, rather than on specific functions within it. As the name suggests, the 
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decisions considered are typically made for the long term and are usually carried out 
at the executive level. Obviously these decisions are critical to the business and its 
future success. They are also usually ill-structured and poorly supported by computer- 
based information systems. 
13.1 Strategic Decisions 
Classical and Neo-classical economics have provided the theoretical 
underpinnings of business education and research. Two fundamental assumptions 
from economic theory are that economic decision-makers possess perfect information 
and always make rational choices. In other words, they maximize their utility 
function. Simon (1957) introduced the concepts of "bounded" rationality and 
"satisficing" decision-making. These concepts highlight the cognitive limitations of 
human decision-makers that reduce their ability to make ideal choices. Further, 
environmental uncertainties undermine the assumption of perfect information. The 
failure of these assumptions to hold up in the real world, have led a number of 
strategic management researchers, belonging to the incrementalist tradition, to 
criticise the rational approaches to strategic decision-making. According to Mintzberg 
(1976), 
"A great deal of the manager’s inputs are soft and speculative - 
impressions and feelings about other people, hearsay, gossip, 
and so on. Furthermore, the very analytical inputs - reports, 
documents, and hard data in general - seem to be of relatively 
little importance." (p. 49) 
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Zmud (1986) reviews the literature on executive information systems and 
identifies design requirements for improved systems. He too states that a major flaw 
in existing systems is the emphasis on analytical processes, rather than the more 
intuitive and holistic processes that executives appear to adopt. Based on King and 
Cleland (1977), Zmud describes the executive database as being composed of : 
management viewpoints and values, organizational strengths and weaknesses, 
business and industry analysis, competitive profiles, and environmental opportunities 
and threats. Executive decision making is described as being far from the normative, 
step-wise process. The thought process seems to be characterized by highly 
inferential, intuitive, and opportunistic thinking. Proposition 2 (Chapter 2) derives 
from this literature. 
Contingency theory is another area of research in strategic management. 
Researchers (Hofer, 1975; Harrigan, 1986) are attempting to relate strategic 
decisions such as resource allocation and degree of integration to the type of 
environment in which the firm operates. One such contingency, is the level of 
uncertainty of the environment. Porter (1985) contends that uncertainty has 
increased in the last decade and suggests causes such as fluctuating raw material 
prices, swings in financial and currency markets, deregulation, the electronic 
revolution, and growth of international markets. 
"Managers often fail to consider - or underestimate the 
probability of - radical or discontinuous changes that might be 
unlikely but would significantly alter industry structure or a 
firm’s competitive advantage"(p. 446). 
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It will be interesting to examine managers’ strategies in dealing with 
uncertainty and their information search process. Finlay & Forghani (1987) feel that 
decision making under uncertainty requires systems that are more properly termed 
management intelligence systems. The process of decision making under uncertainty 
is viewed as the interaction of a manager’s scenario with the alerting information 
provided through regular data processing. An implicit thinking in much of the 
literature is that external information is more appropriate under conditions of high 
uncertainty. Proposition 3, introduced in Chapter 2, attempts to address this topic. 
132 Managerial Cognition and Strategy 
There exists a small, but growing, body of research on managerial cognition 
and its relation to corporate strategy. This literature is particularly relevant to the 
study and is discussed in this section. Schwenk (1988) provides a detailed review of 
the cognitive perspective on strategic decision making. 
"The cognitions of key decision-makers are receiving increased 
research attention in strategic management. This is due to the 
increased recognition of the importance of key decision¬ 
makers’ perceptions in studying the links between the 
environment, strategy, and structure as well as a greater 
awareness of the role of cognitions in strategic issue diagnosis 
and problem formulation." (Schwenk, 1988, p. 41) 
Literature on environment uncertainty (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1969), strategy 
formulation (Anderson & Paine, 1975), and entreprenuerial strategy (Mintzberg & 
Waters, 1982), has stressed the importance of executive perception. More recently, 
cognitive science language is being used to describe these perceptions. Terms such 
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as cognition, frames, and decision processes (Hambrick & Mason, 1984; Dutton, 
Fahey, & Narayanan, 1983) are increasingly becoming a part of strategic 
management vernacular. 
"Recognizing the importance of cognitions, strategic 
management researchers have begun to explore their role in 
strategic management. This research focuses not on individuals 
and individual differences in cognition but on cognitive 
structures and processes which may in some cases be shared by 
multiple strategists." (Schwenk, 1988, p. 42) 
Four specific areas of managerial cognition research are described briefly. 
These areas are cognitive heuristics and biases, cognitive frames, strategic 
assumptions, and analogy and metaphor. Cognitive psychologists (Hogarth, 1980; 
Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) have identified a number of heuristics (rules of thumb) 
that people use to simplify problem solving. These are also termed biases since they 
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have been shown to introduce biases into probability estimates. In other words, the 
human estimates generally differ from mathematically-derived probabilities. The 
’availability’ heuristic is an example of this phenomenon. Some future event is judged 
highly probable if past occurrences of the same event are easily recalled. Strategic 
researchers (Barnes, 1984; Duhaime & Schwenk, 1985; Schwenk, 1984) have begun 
investigating the effects of these biases on strategic decisions. Some preliminary 
evidence indicates that the biases tend to restrict the range of alternatives considered 
and the information used. 
Strategic Assumptions about the environment are based on managers’ beliefs 
and causal assertions. These, in turn, are part of a manager’s schema. Researchers 
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(Mason & Mitroff, 1981; Shrivastava, 1983) have stressed the importance of strategic 
assumptions in problem formulation and decision-making under uncertainty. Various 
tools such as cognitive maps (Axelrod, 1976; Stubbart & Ramaprasad, 1985) and 
protocol analysis (Ericcson & Simon, 1984) have been used to capture strategists’ 
understanding of the environment. 
Analogy refers to the transfer of schemata from one domain to another. In 
particular, strategic decision-makers appear to apply protypical situations to new 
situations they were faced with. Isenberg (1983) describes a number of examples of 
reasoning by analogy. A bank CEO used analogies as diverse as MacDonald’s, ITT, 
and the army to describe his company’s strategies. Many other researchers have 
described the importance of analogy in understanding the environment and 
formulating problems (Louis, 1980; Sapienza, 1983; and Steinbruner, 1974). These 
findings have implications for decision support and were further investigated in this 
study. 
Schwenk (1988) ties these separate streams of research into a common 
framework. He proposes that strategic schema are formed from assumptions, which 
in turn are obtained through analogy and filtered by heuristics and biases. He also 
stresses the need for further research. 
"A better understanding of strategists’s cognitive structures and 
processes will also provide a basis for better recommendations 
for improving strategic decision-making. Strategic decision aids 
can be developed which are more consistent with the ways 
decision makers represent strategic problems. Also, once the 
most important biases are identified, decision aids can be 
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designed to reduce these. Decision aids may also be developed 
to help decision-makers to examine more carefully the 
analogies they use to define new problems." (Schwenk, 1988, p. 
52) 
1.4 Marketing Literature 
The decision selected for investigation is new product introductions. This 
decision is strategic since the impact is felt over the long term. Even though inputs 
to the decision are made by a wide cross-section of individuals, the major 
responsibility is usually given to the marketing department. In particular, the Product 
Manager has a major role to play. 
1.4.1 New Product Introductions 
« 
Most textbook models (Buell, 1984; Urban & Hauser, 1980; Bobrow & 
Shafer, 1987) of new product introductions are consistent. The typical model suggests 
a five or six stage process : 
i. Idea generation - Typical sources of new ideas include customers, market 
research, R&D, creative thought, competitor intelligence, etc. 
ii. Screening - Based on the product strategy of the company, certain criteria are 
developed for evaluating ideas. 
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iii. Business Analysis - The ideas that survive the preliminary screening process, are 
then subjected to a detailed business analysis. This involves estimating the total 
market, potential revenues, costs, and thus the profit forecasts. 
iv. Prototype development & Testing - The next stage requires that the handful of 
ideas that look promising, based on the analysis, are actually developed into 
prototypes and tested in labs and test markets. 
v. Commercialization - The final stage is the actual introduction of the finished 
product into the market. 
Prior to the idea generation stage, a market profile analysis is carried out to 
restrict the space of all possible markets to the most likely ones. Ideas are then 
generated for these markets. The four stages after this can be viewed as screening 
procedures applied in an increasing order of cost and time. Thus stage 2 screens 
ideas based on company policy and preliminary criteria. Information is usually 
obtained, quickly and cheaply, from secondary sources or management judgment. 
The objective is to eliminate obvious losers. At each stage, the space of ideas is 
pruned based on a (generally subjective) evaluation of the trade-off between 
potential and cost of further investigation and development. Each succesive stage 
requires substantial increases in resource commitments to the new product idea but 
provides better information about the likelihood of success or failure. Stage 5, 
commercialization, is the ultimate test of the idea and provides perfect information 
about the success or failure of the product. Failure at this stage, however can be 
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disastrous for the firm and the earlier stages attempt to reduce the probability of 
failure. The entire process is an instance of the Hypothesize/Confirm strategy 
adopted by experts in many areas (Libby, 1981). Each idea can be compared to a 
disease hypothesis and the stagewise procedures are similar to tests that provide 
confirmatory or disconfirmatory evidence for the disease. Figure 1 provides a 
graphical view of this idea. 
In this study we will focus on the Market Profile analysis, Idea generation, 
and Screening stages. These stages are collectively termed the Opportunity 
Identification stage (Urban & Hauser, 1980). The new product management 
literature is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 
1.5 Summary 
In summary, the MIS literature indicates the need to describe unstructured 
decision-making and to incorporate the cognitive processes of the decision-maker 
into the MIS research framework. Strategic management and Marketing decisions 
are typically unstructured and are, therefore, appropriate areas for investigation. 
Cognitive Science offers many theories and methods that can be usefully applied to 
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CHAPTER 2 
FRAMEWORK FOR RESEARCH 
2.1 Summary 
Research in Management Information Systems (MIS) and Decision 
Support Systems (DSS) has concentrated on input-output analysis. However, an 
important aspect of supporting decision-making is understanding how decisions 
are actually made (Libby, 1981; Ashton, 1982), especially in unstructured 
situations. A great deal of progress has been made in the area of cognitive 
science in understanding knowledge representation and processing strategies. The 
problem areas selected are typically narrow and well-defined, such as chess 
playing or physics problem-solving. More recently, however, the cognitive theories 
and methods developed are being fruitfully applied to business situations, as 
discussed in Chapter 1. 
This dissertation is also an application of cognitive science to business 
decision-making. It is a study of the decision processes of an expert in the area of 
new product introductions and an exploration of his information needs and 
problem-solving strategies. The output of the study is a computer program that 
can partially replicate the information search process of the expert by identifying 
and applying the expert’s procedures and declarative knowledge. This program 
serves as a model of the expert’s cognitive process. The model developed is then 
compared to reconstructed (textbook) models and to novice behavior. Building 
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knowledge-based systems helps in codifying the knowledge used to solve problems 
(Davis & Lenat, 1980; Gal & Steinbart, 1986). 
The method adopted is expert system development using multiple 
knowledge acquisition techniques. These techniques include structured and 
unstructured interviews, concept analysis (McGraw & Harbison-Briggs, 1989), and 
task analysis using verbal protocols (Ericsson & Simon, 1984). This was followed 
by an iterative development of a computer program that attempts to replicate the 
knowledge-base and the problem-solving process. Validation of the model is a 
problematic issue. A limited form of validation was carried out. This took the 
form of the expert interacting with the system and modifying the process to better 
reflect his reasoning. In addition, the performance of the system on various tasks 
was compared to that of the expert. The tasks involved analyzing cases based on 
new product introductions. The computer program was developed using the 
‘Goldworks’ expert system shell, which provides frame and production rule 
representations and a number of reasoning strategies. The process of constructing 
a computer model ensures that the theory can be implemented at some level 
(Schank & Abelson, 1977). The research method is discussed in detail in Chapter 
3. 
22 Propositions 
Strategic decision-making is often unstructured. There are so many 
variables involved, many of which are difficult (if not impossible) to estimate, that 
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algorithmic approaches may be unsuitable. Nevertheless, decisions are made 
constantly by human decision-makers. Some of these decision-makers are 
extraordinarily effective at dealing with complex and uncertain situations. 
Reconstructed methods (such as textbook models) are often inadequate at 
explaining this performance. 
It is proposed to examine the decision processes of an expert strategic 
decision-maker. The objective of the research is to understand the decision 
process. This involves identifying the schematic knowledge used and the 
information search process. This is compared to textbook models and novice 
behavior to identify the "expert" component of the process. More general findings 
from similar research in other areas can also be tested to determine if they are 
valid in business strategy. 
One such decision situation is new product introductions. Companies must 
be capable of introducing new products to maintain their competitiveness. 
However, the process is usually fraught with uncertainty and mistakes are very 
costly. There are no general rules for success. Thus, this process qualifies as an 
unstructured decision. On the other hand, a certain structure has been imposed 
on the problem by normative models. A 5-stage approach is recommended by 
most textbooks. Mathematical models are also available for analyzing product 
ideas. These attributes make the decision situation a good choice for exploring 
decision processes since problem boundaries are fairly clear. 
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Successful applications of expert systems depends critically on the 
characteristics of the problem domain. In deciding on whether a particular 
domain is suitable for expert system development the following checklist has been 
recommended (Rangaswamy et al 1987): 
- The key relationships in the problem domain should be logical rather than 
arithmetical. 
- The problem domain should be semi-structured rather than structured or 
unstructured. 
-Knowledge in the domain should be incomplete. 
- Problem solving in the domain should require an interface between the user and 
the computer system. 
The new product development process was selected as it satisfies all the 
above criteria (except, to some extent the first). 
The following propositions are based on findings in cognitive research as 
well as theories proposed in the strategic management literature. 
Proposition 1: Expert product managers will possess a detailed schema for new 
product introductions that will tailor their information search process. Novices 
will not possess a well-defined schema and their information search process will 
be random. 
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Proposition 2: Expert schemas will differ from reconstructed (textbook) models. 
Specifically, experts will look for ‘soft’ information (hunches, emotions, personal 
feelings, etc.) that is not mentioned in textbooks. 
Proposition 3; At high levels of uncertainty, decision makers will focus on 
external rather than internal sources of information. 
Proposition 4: Experts use forward reasoning strategies as opposed to backward 
strategies used by novices. That is, experts appear not to explicitly state goals and 
reason back from these statements. 
Proposition 5: Experts do not maintain detailed lists of data items. They often 
need to support their information search by referring to textbook or journal 
« 
checklists. 
These propositions will guide the research effort. However, due to the 
nature of the research method, there will be no hypotheses ‘testing’ in the 
statistical sense. The major focus will be on developing the computer model of 
the decision process. 
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23 Importance of Topic 
Research findings have implications for both decision support and 
education. Understanding unstructured decision-making is the first step towards 
supporting it. The information needs and processing strategies of experts are also 
useful inputs to the design of support systems for strategic decision-making. It 
may be possible to identify specific points in the process where the expert 
experiences difficulties and needs support (perhaps model management systems). 
Heuristic knowledge used by the expert will be codified and explanations for 
specific choices captured. Thus the program may also be used as a training device 
for marketing students. 
"Knowledge of how decisions are being made highlights flaws 
and inconsistencies in the process, which are clues to specific 
methods of improving decisions. Our first step toward the 
ultimate goal of improving decisions is to study a general 
framework for describing how decisions are made." (Libby, 
1981, p. 4) 
MIS research has focused on input-output analysis. User characteristics 
such as level of experience, aptitude, etc. have been matched with system 
characteristics such as output formats and response speed. However, improving 
decision support will require a better understanding of the decision processes 
actually used by decision-makers. This study will attempt to model the schematic 
knowledge and problem-solving strategy used by product managers, thus providing 
a better understanding of their information requirements. 
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In addition, this effort extends the research of information-processing 
psychologists by attempting to replicate their results in a different setting. 
"In our opinion, the development of psychological models 
should proceed in this particular direction, building 
knowledge structures in the forms of schemata, in order to 
capture the problem-solving processes of experts and 
novices.... The objective of the series of investigations that we 
have carried out is to construct a theory of expertise based 
on empirical description of expert problem-solving abilities 
in complex knowledge domains....There are three basic 
questions that guide our efforts. First, how does task 
performance differ between experts and novices?... The 
second question asks: How are the knowledge bases of 
skilled and less-skilled individuals differently structured?.. 
The third question ...is: How does the organization of the 
knowledge base contribute to the performance observed in 
experts and novices?" (Chi et al, 1982). 
The first two of the three questions will be investigated in this study. 
MIS and DSS researchers have carried out extensive research on the 
human-computer interface and individual differences (Benbasat & Dexter, 1987; 
Benbasat & Taylor, 1978; Dickson, Senn, & Chervany, 1977; Remus, 1987). These 
have been termed ‘micro’ approaches to MIS research (Culnan, 1985) and follow 
directly from the major frameworks proposed (Mason & Mitroff, 1973; Chervany, 
Dickson, & Kozar, 1971). However, understanding the cognitive processes used by 
decision makers is also an important part of developing a theory of information 
systems. This aspect has not received enough attention as has been pointed out by 
a few researchers venturing into the area (Chu, 1987; Gal & Steinbart, 1986). 
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2.4 Limitations 
There are a number of limitations to the proposed study. Firstly, there are 
no clear ‘experts’ in an unstructured field such as strategic management. We shall 
take the population ecology view that any successful practitioner can be 
considered an expert. Similarly, an inexperienced manager will be considered a 
novice. 
Secondly, the time-intensity of the method precludes the use of large 
samples. However, single experts are often used in studies of this type (Chi et al, 
1981; Chase & Simon, 1973). The rationale provided is the exploratory nature of 
the work. The analogy can be made to a case study. 
Third, the instrument (case studies) may not provide a suitable 
environment for extracting aspects of the schema. Since the interest is in ‘soft’ 
information, the cases must be able to appeal to emotional as well as rational 
processes. 
Fourth, the use of an expert system shell limits the flexibility of the 
simulation by restricting the model to existing structures (frames & production 
rules). 
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The research method adopted is computer simulation. Simulation has 
come to mean statistical and econometric modelling. However, in a more general 
sense, the verb "simulate" simply means to artificially replicate some phenomenon. 
In this case, I am attempting to replicate the decisions made by a product 
manager, using a computer-based model-building kit. This kit is called an expert 
system shell. The model developed using this shell, tries to capture the knowledge 
and the reasoning strategy used by the manager. 
The primary expert was Dr. Graham Morbey, Professor, Department of 
General Business and Finance, University of Massachusetts, who has over twenty 
years of experience as a product manager in such diverse firms as Johnson & 
Johnson, and Hoechst. 
In addition to the system development, four practicing managers were 
interviewed. These interviews were carried out to examine similarities and 
differences between individuals. In particular, the differences between experts and 
novices. Since three of the managers interviewed were relatively inexperienced, 
they can be considered novices. The expert-novice comparison is useful since it 
explores the properties of "expertise". 
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The four managers interviewed were from companies operating in diverse 
industries. The companies included the engineering plastics division of a large, 
diversified corporation, a major government contractor in the areas of defense 
and aerospace, a sporting goods manufacturer, and a medium-size regional bank. 
All the managers were directly involved with new product introductions. 
Computer simulation has been widely used as a research method in 
cognitive psychology. 
"Because the computer is an instance of a ‘universal 
machine,’ it can in principle imitate the performance of any 
other machine...Because computers must be programmed by 
people, someone must supply the instructions on how to 
achieve the imitation. It follows that the instructions are a 
kind of theory of how the imitated system works and what 
variables are relevant to its performance. When a computer 
is made to behave like a thinking human, its program is a 
theory of human cognition. 
"Because a computer is so literal, it will only perform 
like a person if the programmer has given it the equivalent 
of every step the person carries out in executing some 
behavior. Cognitive psychologists are nowhere near being 
able to do this, even for very simple cognitive behaviors. 
Nevertheless, computer simulation can be helpful in 
improving our theories. For one thing, it can help us to 
identify gaps in our understanding. When we attempt to 
specify a series of steps leading from input to output, we may 
find a place in the sequence where we have no idea what 
happens next. The program, however, must be told what to 
do. Research can then be focused on the gap in an effort to 
develop hypotheses as to plausible ‘next steps’. 
"A second contribution of simulation is to provide an 
output that can be compared to human behavior and used to 
modify the theory implemented in the simulation... When the 
program gives output that differs from that of people, the 
nature of the differences can be used to diagnose where the 
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"Finally, a proper simulation is capable of predicting 
behaviors that are based on interactions of states whose 
complexity precludes unaided prediction by a theorist. Used 
this way, the computer becomes an intellectual prosthetic 
device....Having simulated a process, we can examine aspects 
of our computer program to learn about our theory of the 
process. This is a powerful tool in extending our 
understanding." (Lachman, et al., 1979, p. 104-105) 
A program was developed to replicate the protocols of the expert. The 
shell adopted was the ‘Goldworks’ system. This is a lisp environment for 
developing knowledge-based systems. It provides frame and production rule 
representations, as well as relations and other structures. Forward, backward, and 
goal-driven forward chaining strategies are supported. Sophisticated screen 
options allow easy user-interface. Essentially, an expert system has four parts - a 
« 
knowledge base, a data base, an inference engine, and a user interface. The 
knowledge base contains the expert knowledge represented in the form of 
rules(IF...THEN), semantic nets, or frames. The inference engine provides the 
control strategy (for example, the selection and ordering of rules to be fired). The 
data base provides the facts that are known or inferred about the specific 
problem being solved. Finally, the interface provides a (near) natural language for 
the user to communicate with the system (to present the problem, provide 
additional facts, or demand explanations of the system output). 
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3.1 Knowledge Acquisition 
Knowledge acquisition refers to the process of capturing the declarative 
and procedural knowledge of an expert. This process has been the biggest 
bottleneck in developing expert systems. Many experts find it difficult to analyze 
and explain their own thinking. Knowledge acquisition techniques must be used to 
pry this information from the experts. 
In this study, a selection of these knowledge acquisition techniques were 
adopted. They include unstructured and structured interviews, concept analysis, 
task analysis, and system interaction. The next few paragraphs discuss each of 
these techniques and their implementation. A detailed description can be 
obtained from Mcgraw & Harbison-Briggs (1989). 
3.1.1 Unstructured Interviews 
This technique requires the expert to describe and explain his/her 
approach to the problem. The interviewer asks spontaneous questions, but does 
not control the interview. This approach is usually used in preliminary sessions. It 
has a number of disadvantages including a lack of focus, unrelated data with 
varying levels of complexity, and an inability of experts to express themselves. 
The subject was simply asked to describe the product management process. 
This was selected as the first technique since it is non-intrusive and allows the 
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interviewee to use his/her (from here on the masculine pronoun will be adopted 
for convenience) own terms and concepts. On the other hand, there is a tendency 
for the subject to ramble a bit. 
3.1.2 Structured Interviews 
Structured interviews are goal-oriented. Each session sets out to achieve 
some specified end. The interviewer prepares a brief description of the objectives 
of the interview. He then asks specific questions and controls the interview. 
To keep the interview on track, the manager was given a session objectives 
sheet (Figure 2). He was asked to touch on each of the points listed. In addition, 
specific questions and explanations were demanded towards the end of*each 
session, to clarify his statements. 
3.13 Concept Analysis 
Concept analysis is used to organize the various domain concepts used by 
the expert. 
"Concepts are abstract representations that define objects, 
elements, or events according to attributes and values." 
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There are a variety of techniques subsumed under the category concept analysis. 
These include concept dictionaries, conceptual frameworks, and cognitive maps. 
This study adopted conceptual frameworks. This method involves identifying key 
items and associated attributes and values. The importance of the item is also 
determined. 
This technique was only used on the primary expert, because of time 
limitations. He was asked to score a checklist of data items, taken from a 
textbook (Figure 3), on a scale from 1 to 5. The most important items were to be 
given a 5 and the completely useless ones rated a 1. This information was used to 
confirm and extend the slots used in the system. 
3.1.4 Task Analysis 
Task analysis and the analysis of familiar tasks are two methods used to 
examine the process of problem solving. The former seeks to identify the tasks 
and sub-tasks used in the process. The latter involves observing the expert 
perform a familiar task and is usually used in conjunction with verbal protocols. 
During the structured interview process, an attempt was made to identify 
key tasks undertaken by the managers. In addition, the manager was asked to 
perform a familiar task. The task involved analyzing a case about new products. 
The subjects were asked to read the case and develop a product strategy for the 
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case. Most of the subjects analyzed the Binder Co. case. Concurrent verbal 
protocols were recorded as the case was analyzed. 
3.1.5 System Interaction 
To validate the system, the expert was asked to interact with it. He was 
asked to point out any inconsistencies and suggest enhancements. A couple of test 
cases were run through the system and their results were examined by the expert. 
The program was developed through such iterative sessions with the expert. This 
is a limitation, since requests for explanations can contaminate the authentic 
cognitive processes. Nevertheless, the system so developed can provide 
explanations for its behavior and can be a useful training tool. 
« 
Ericsson & Simon (1984) justify the use of verbal protocols. While other 
methods such as sorting have been successfully used, they are usually in 
conjunction with the protocols. Building computer programs to model cognitive 
processes also follow a long tradition among information-processing psychologists. 
Human cognition and computer processing are considered to be two instances of 
the class of Universal Computing Machines (Turing, 1936). ‘Goldworks’ software 
was selected because of its availability. However, this will not be much of a 
limitation since it is one of the more sophisticated shells available. It also allows 
both forward and backward reasoning strategies, which is crucial in testing 
Proposition 4. 
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The most difficult decision was when to stop the system development. 
Davis and Lenat (1980, p. 471), state that a knowledge base is inherently 
dynamic. This means that no final state can be reached. In addition, the type of 
knowledge brought to bear on unstructured problems can be unlimited. Thirdly, 
the system is not being constructed for commercialization. Therefore performance 
criteria are unnecessary. Therefore the effort was considered complete when the 
propositions were addressed. Thus when the knowledge base clearly included 
‘soft’ information, rules about level of uncertainty, and differences in structure 
and strategy between expert and novice, the study was considered complete. Even 
if no supporting evidence had been found for the propositions, the result would 
have been interesting. 
32 Expert Model Development 
The model (expert system) was developed in parallel with the knowledge 
acquisition sessions. The final program is discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
An overview of expert system architecture is presented next. 
3.2.1 Expert System Architecture - An Overview 
It is important to understand the architecture of an expert system, since it 
is proposed as a simple model of expert cognition. The essence of the research 
method adopted is the development and analysis of this model. An expert system 
consists of a knowledge-base, an inference engine, a database, and a user 
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interface. A brief description of each is provided below. A more detailed 
description is contained in Appendix B. 
The Knowledge Base consists of declarative and procedural knowledge 
that represent domain expertise. Various structures such as Frames (Minsky, 
1975), have been proposed to represent declarative and semantic knowledge. 
Procedural knowledge is primarily represented by IL.Then rules or productions. 
The Inference Engine controls the order in which procedures are selected 
for execution. Three control strategies - forward, backward, and goal-directed 
forward chaining - are usually supported. Forward chaining corresponds to a data- 
driven strategy, while backward chaining corresponds to reasoning back from a 
goal. This is especially useful when modelling experts and novices. It has been 
observed (Slatter, 1987; Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1981) that experts tend to reason in 
the forward direction, while novices reason backwards. 
The User Interface allows the user to interact with the system through a 
simple, user-friendly format such as a menu. The user can also usually demand 
explanations for system recommendations. 
The database stores current data pertaining to the specific problem being 
solved. Inferences made during the problem-solving session are also added to the 
database. 
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3.2.2 Expert System Shell 
A lisp-based expert system shell called Goldworks (Hensen, 1987; 
Goldworks, 1987) was used to develop the product development system. The 
selection of the software was constrained to available resources. However, 
Goldworks provides a more sophisticated shell than many of the commonly used 
PC-based shells such as Ml. It offers such features as a frame representation 
(Minsky, 1975) organized into a lattice framework; a rule-base; three control 
strategies - forward, backward, and goal-directed forward chaining; relations; and 
explanation and certainty facilities. In addition, a sophisticated user interface is 
facilitated through the use of predefined screen and menu frames, each offering 
an attractive range of color and size options (Figures 4 and 5). Each of these 
features is described in more detail in Appendix A. 
The major steps in the development of an expert system are: 
(i) problem identification; (ii) the acquisition and representation of relevant 
knowledge (codifying facts and relationships); (iii) the selection of a reasoning 
approach for prototype development; (iv) system refinement and validation; and 
(v) implementation and updating (Rangaswamy et al 1987; Hayes-Roth, 
Waterman and Lenat 1983; Stefik et al 1983). 
The next sections are organized according to the expert system 
development methodology (McGraw & Harbison-Briggs, 1989, page 12). Figure 6 
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323 Problem Identification 
In order to limit the proposed expert system to a tractable size, the 
problem was defined as initial market definition, market profile analysis, 
idea/concept generation and screening, and identification of generic marketing 
strategies. Market definition and idea generation are the typical first stage of the 
flow chart of the new product development process and is collectively also 
identified as opportunity identification (Urban and Hauser 1980). 
3.2.4 Conceptualization 
The identification and definition of key concepts is a major challenge in 
building any expert system, more so in the area chosen as a large number of 
potentially relevant variables can be redundant or the relationships between the 
input variables and the decision alternatives may be based on conflicting models. 
As stated earlier the model was developed from three broad concepts - the 
Products, Markets, and Organizations. The system was planned to be structured 
in a reasonably flexible fashion so to enable the user to approach the problem of 
say determination of the potential of a market as well as determination of certain 
generic strategies. Thus each of the three concepts can be explored independently 























Formalization refers to the mapping of the concepts to formal 
representation mechanisms (McGraw & Harbison-Briggs, 1989). The major 
concepts, as discussed earlier, are amenable to a hierarchical representation. This 
representation is captured by frames (Minsky, 1975). Heuristic knowledge and 
procedural knowledge have been formalized as IL.Then rules or productions 
(Buchanan & Shortliffe, 1984). 
3.2.6 Implementation 
The system consists of a frame lattice; a rule-base consisting of roughly 40- 
50 rules; and a screen-based user interface. Initially, the system was a • 
formalization of a normative model of opportunity identification, the initial phase 
in new product development. Later, it was modified to reflect the expert’s 
knowledge and reasoning. 
33 Research Sequence 
The research effort was conducted in four distinct stages: first, a prototype 
system was developed from published material; second, the system was modified 
and extended based on knowledge acquired from the expert; third, a series of 
interviews were scheduled with four practicing managers; and fourth, the system 
and the interview data were analyzed based on the framework created in chapter 
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1. The next chapter discusses, in detail, the textbook and expert models developed 
and the data analysis. 
CHAPTER 4 
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND DATA ANALYSIS 
This chapter is organized into two major sections - (i) a description of the 
computer models, in terms of the knowledge organization and control strategy, and 
of the data collected from interviews with practicing managers; and (ii) an analysis 
of expert-textbook and expert-novice differences. As discussed in earlier chapters, 
the computer models provide a description of the cognitive process and the 
information search process. This should contribute to an improved understanding 
of strategic decision-making and, thus, improved strategic decision support systems. 
The analysis of differences should highlight the development of knowledge content 
and structure. This should suggest possible training and knowledge supplementing 
systems. 
4.1 Description of Textbook/Expert Models and Manager Data 
First, the prototype model of the decision, developed from textbooks, is 
discussed. Second, the expert model, developed from extensive interaction with the 
subject, is described. Third, the data collected from interviews with the expert and 
four practicing managers is presented. An analysis of the models and the data is 
conducted in Section 4.2. 
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4.1.1 The Textbook Model 
The conceptualization and implementation of Market Advisor, a prototype 
expert system in product development, is discussed. The purpose of this system 
was to formalize and codify marketing knowledge in the area of product 
development. In addition, the system development can be considered an 
exploratory effort at building an expert support system for semi-structured 
decision making. Based upon normative new product development literature, the 
system models the opportunity identification process i.e. market definition, 
opportunity identification, and screening of potential product opportunities. In 
addition, certain generic marketing strategies are recommended. A rule based 
expert system shell, Goldworks, was used to develop the system. The expert 
system draws entirely on knowledge extracted from textbooks, empirical studies 
such as the PIMS studies, and from "experts" and practitioners experiences as 
revealed in books, journals etc. These sources are referenced below. They are not 
included in Chapter 1 since they are used, in this dissertation, as data and 
knowledge sources rather than prior research efforts. 
4.1.1.1 The Strategic Decision Process 
In order to limit the expert system to a tractable size, the decision scope 
was restricted to the opportunity identification stage (Figure 7) of new product 
introductions (Urban & Hauser, 1980). This stage was sub-divided into (A) initial 
market definition, (B) idea/concept generation and screening, and (C) 
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identification of generic marketing strategies. The following paragraphs discuss 
various approaches to these stages as described in the literature. The approach 
adopted in the implementation is also described. 
fAl Market Definition 
The definition of a market is critical in specifying and determining the 
potential sales of existing products or of a new product opportunity. The critical 
managerial problem is to gain an understanding of a useful and valid basis for 
defining product-markets. This understanding involves obtaining answers to 
questions such as "what are the boundaries of the existing market or the proposed 
market in which the organization/individual is interested?" (Urban and Hauser 
1980). A large market share has been generally viewed as being normatively 
desirable and essential to obtain high profits (The PIMS principles; Buzzell and 
Gale; 1987). It is however possible to build a profitable business based on a small 
share provided there is high penetration in some product segments (Hammermesh, 
Anderson and Harris, 1978). 
Traditional approaches to market definition have been to emphasize a 
product-oriented approach rather than a consumer-oriented approach. The market 
is described by a generic title and then further subdivided by objective/physical 
attributes. Another approach is to define the market in terms of the channels of 
distribution used eg., the markets for national brands versus private/generic labels. 
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An alternative approach based on product substitutability is hierarchical 
market definition (Kalwani and Morrison, 1977; Urban and Hauser, 1980; Grover 
and Rao, 1988). The objective of defining a market this way is to organize a set 
of brands comprising a product class into subsets such that brands within a subset 
are more substitutable for one another than brands belonging to different subsets 
(Day, Shocker and Srivastava, 1979). The brands may also be organized in an non- 
hierarchical, overlapping manner (Arabie et al, 1981; Grover and Srinivasan, 1987) 
but the hierarchical approach was deemed to be more appropriate for the 
purposes of this study. Hierarchical market definitions have a tree type structure 
and are therefore thought to provide a more realistic interpretation of an 
individual’s choice processes. The population of consumers may not be 
homogenous with respect to their hierarchical choice process and though the 
method is used to derive hierarchical market structures by aggregation, individuals 
may differ in their brand decision processes. 
After defining the market, it is necessary to establish certain managerial 
criteria to evaluate alternative markets and arrive at procedures to combine these 
criteria and their measures into an overall evaluation of the market (Urban and 
Hauser 1980). Eschewing sophisticated techniques based on formal decision 
analysis (Raiffa, 1968; Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; a simple technique is proposed 
for market profile analysis (Urban and Hauser, 1980). The steps involved in this 
are 
1. enumerate and weigh the market selection criteria deemed to be suitable for 
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the organization of interest, 
2. rate each alternative market on each criteria, 
3. calculate the overall weighted sum of the ratings for each market, 
4. evaluate the ratings to select the market with the best overall potential- The 
markets with the highest rating reflect the best opportunities for further 
investigation. 
Certain desirable characteristics of markets are identified and these are as 
follows; market potential, penetration, scale, input requirements, reward or the 
potential for profits and the risk profile of the market. Tnere are many possible 
enumerations of factors (O'Meara 1961) and the ones used in this study are 
illustrative. It is possible for the user to develop a customized list of critical 
success factors. Tne weightings for each criteria can also be built dependent on 
the organizational requirements and judgments. Some factor may be judged to be 
so important that it must be satisfied before a market can be considered. Such 
elimination criteria or use of disjunctive rules are a matter of user determined 
choice. At this preliminary stage technical methods to assure independent factors 
and to derive statistically determined weights (Freinter and Simon. 1967) are not 
recommended because of the possible softness of the data. Each alternative 
market is then rated on each factor. Tne ratings of each criteria and weightings 
for each market alternative for all criteria is then combined to give an overall 
measure of desirability of the market. 
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In the implementation of Market Advisor, the six desirable characteristics 
are measured and a simple combining function maps them onto a dichotomous 
(desirable/undesirable) variable. The market definition can be generalized or 
specialized. Specializing a market is equivalent to segmentation, while generalizing 
a market is equivalent to broadening the market definition. Thus, a market 
defined as ’’sports equipment", can be segmented into markets for baseball, 
football, etc. It could also be generalized to the "entertainment" market. Thus a 
hierarchy of markets and market segments can be generated. 
(B1 Idea Generation and Screening 
Once a clear understanding and definition of the market is developed, ideas 
for specific products must be generated. The sources of new ideas can be from 
unfulfilled market needs, user prompted solutions, or from patents and inventions. 
A flow chart depicting the potential sources of new ideas, methods of generating 
ideas, leading on to new product ideas is given in Figure 8. 
Many methods and criteria have been proposed as formal decision models 
to assist the manager in the complex and formidable task of concept or new 
product screening. The four main approaches to initial screening are: 
- the benefit measurement model; 
- the economic models 
- portfolio selection models; 













































The type of model usually considered most appropriate for screening is the 
benefit measurement model (Cooper, 1985; Souder 1973). This requires a well- 
informed respondent or a group of respondents to provide subjective and objective 
information regarding characteristics of the project under investigation (N.R.Baker, 
1974). This approach typically recognizes the lack of conventional economic and 
financial data such as projected sales, profit margins, and costs and rely on 
subjective estimates of fit with corporate objectives. The models can range from 
simple checklists of criteria to empirically derived, weighted expectancy value 
models (Baker and Freeland, 1975; Cooper, 1986; Cooper and de Brentani, 1984; 
and Freimer and Simon, 1967). Benefit measurement models recognize the lack 
of concrete financial data at the initial stages and rely on subjective inputs only. 
They however do not take into account the impact of the project’s overall resource 
allocation. De Brentani and Droge (1988) have shown, that the following factors 
are critical causal determinants of a managers’ overall evaluation of a new 
product’s likelihood of success: 
- corporate synergy, production/technical synergy, marketing synergy, competitive 
advantage, and expected performance. 
Corporate synergy is defined as the extent to which the existing or proposed 
product contributes to the current or future corporate mandate, whether it is 
consistent with management capabilities and has an overall good fit with the 
firm’s organizational and functional structure (Booz, Allen and Hamilton, 1982; 
Bradbury, Gallagher and Suckling, 1973; Crawford, 1980; Cooper, 1980; Cooper 
and de Brentani, 1984; O’Meara, 1961 de Brentani 1985). 
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Projects involving diversification, that is projects which are radical departures 
from the firm’s existing product-market scope, tend to be exceptions (Ansoff, 1957; 
Booz, Allen and Hamilton, 1982; Wind, 1982). Product developments that use 
existing or available production and marketing skills are generally perceived to 
have a higher likelihood of success. Thus projects which are aimed at familiar 
markets, require good knowledge of existing consumer needs and buying 
propensities and fit with existing distribution, selling, promotional and research 
skills contribute in making the project attractive to the firm. 
Competitive advantage is an important criteria as evidenced in the Booz, 
Allen, and Hamilton (1982) study which showed that the most successful 
companies often were first in the market, introduced superior products in terms 
of quality and consumer benefits, or developed an important technological 
advantage. 
It is anticipated at this initial stage that reliable financial and quantitative 
data are generally not available. However some estimate of project potential is of 
value (Wind, 1982) and the performance criteria is measured in terms of the 
proposed product’s expected sales, the expected return on investment or potential 
profit and its expected market potential. The list of concept screening criteria is 
given in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1: SCREENING CRITERIA 
-Corporate Synergy. measured in terms of: 
(a) Company mission (b) Organizational set-up and (c) Management 
capabilities 
-Production/Technical synergy, measured in terms of fit M,ith : 
(a) Current production facilities (b) Design capabilities and (c) 
Company's knowledge <k skills 
-Marketing synergy, measured in terms of fit *ith : 
(a) Current customers (b) Current Distribution <£ Sales skills and (c) 
Current research resources 
-Competith e Advantage, measured in terms of: 
(a) Technical (b) Quality and (c) Innovation advantages 
-Expected Performance of proposed product, measured in terms of: 
(a) Sales growth (b) ROI and (c) Market potential 
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(C) Strategy Recommendations 
The final stage of the decision, as implemented in Market Advisor, involved 
matching selected products and markets and identifying appropriate strategies. For 
instance, if the product and market currently exist, the appropriate strategy is 
market penetration. Necessary resources and possible actions are also suggested 
(Sheth, 1985). 
A graphical representation of the conceptualization of the Opportunity 
Identification stage is presented in Figure 9. The product management team must 
develop a clear definition of the markets they plan to operate in. This involves 
developing a hierarchical representation of market needs and characteristics, and 
product categories. Further, an understanding of their firm’s mission, strengths and 
weaknesses, and product screening criteria must also be developed. Finally, a 
certain amount of competitor intelligence must be carried out to assess the 
vulnerability of the markets. Thus, the three major conceptual representations in 
our model are the Markets, Products, and Organizations. We have not included 
suppliers or distributors or any of the other forces that impact on markets. This 
approach was necessary to maintain a manageable agenda. 
Once clear profiles of these concepts are developed, the product manager 
can use these to identify possible opportunities. This is the idea generation stage. 
An example of a product profile is provided in Figure 10 (Urban & Hauser, 


























on the major dimensions of the product category. This allows the developer to 
identify gaps and thus possible unsatisfied needs. Market profiles can be used to 
identify major market attributes and suggest possible segmentation or 
diversification. 
The ideas generated from the preceding step must be evaluated before they 
can be selected for the product design stage (in the case of new products) or 
further investigation. This evaluation process is called screening. In our model 
products are screened based on "must" criteria specified by the firm, and 
normative criteria that are listed in Table 1. 
Finally, the successfully screened ideas are used as inputs to a strategy 
recommendation module based on the Product-Market Scope matrix (Figure 11). 
In the case of ideas that represent existing products, more specific 
recommendations are then explored. Figure 12 provides a description of the user 
interaction with the implemented model. 
4.1.1.2 Knowledge Organization 
The knowledge base consists of both declarative and procedural knowledge. 
The declarative knowledge is primarily represented as frames, while procedures 

























































(A') Declarative Knowledge 
The identification and definition of key concepts is a major challenge in 
building any expert system, more so in the area chosen as a large number of 
potentially relevant variables can be redundant or the relationships between the 
input variables and the decision alternatives may be based on conflicting models. 
The model was developed from three broad concepts - the Products, Markets, and 
Organizations. Each of the three concepts can be explored independently or can 
be studied together. 
The various marketing and strategic variables that impact on the first stage 
from which one may derive generic strategies can be abstracted into three broad 
groups — the products, the markets, and the organizations operating in these 
markets. The variables are listed in Table 2. 
A list of desirable characteristics of markets was abstracted from certain 
published sources (Urban and Hauser 1980; Buzzell and Gale 1987). For the 
product descriptors textbooks were used (Berkowitz, Kerin and Peterson 1988; 
Kotler and Armstrong 1989) as it was found that there seemed to ba a fair degree 
of unanimity about these descriptors. Strategic Management textbooks were used 
for the company descriptor variables. 
The frame lattice consists of 3 top-level frames - the Organizations, the 
Products, and the Markets frames. These are described in detail in Figure 13. 
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-Probability of losses 
-Desirable-characteristics 
-Existing, whether the firm is currently in this market. 
-Dollar-sales, of the firm in this market. 




-Requirements, which refers to technical, financial, personnel, and marketing 
resources required by the product. 
-Dimensions, which refer to consumer perceptions of the most important features 
of the product (limited to two). 
-Markets, 
-Needs-satisfied by the product. 
-Attributes, sub-categories of the product. 
-Description 
The Ideas frame has the following additional slots : 
-Source, of the idea. 
-Criteria-satisfied, referring to the "must" criteria of the firm. 
The Brands frame has the following additional slots : 
-Dimensionl, referring to a score on the first dimension. 
-Dimension.2, referring to a score on the second dimension. 






















The Organizations frame consists of two child frames - the Company frame 
and the Competitors frame. The Company frame has a single instance 
corresponding to the specific firm , from whose viewpoint the opportunity 
identification is being carried out. The Competitors frame has as many instances 
as there are competitors in the relevant markets. The Organizations frame has the 
a number of slots that are listed in Table 2. 
The Company frame has an additional slot for Criteria. This refers to the 
"must" criteria that all ideas for new products must satisfy. 
The Products frame has three child frames - The Existing-Products frame; 
the Ideas frame; and the Brands frame. 
The characteristics of the market are - Potential, Scale, Risk, Vulnerability 
of competitors, Input, and Reward. These are determined by the measures 
described earlier. Thus, Risk is determined by stability and probability of losses. 
Similarly, Potential is determined by market-share and growth-rate. 
The Existing-products and the Markets frames are the parent frames for 
theoretically unlimited family trees. An example of a product hierarchy is provided 
in Figure 10. 
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(B) Procedurai Knowledge 
A large number of heuristics concerning generic strategies were abstracted 
from practitioner oriented books and Conference Board publications (Bobrow and 
Shafer 1987; Cooper 1986; Wuson 1982; Sheth, 1985). Many of these rules are 
presented in a check list forma: and required substantial modification before they 
could be incorporated in the knowledge base. A list of the rules linking up 
substantial areas is even in Table 3. 
Tne rule-base can be conveniently divided into 3 types of rules. The first 
type consists of rules that trigger menus for information-gathering or other user 
interface operations. Tne second type consists of rules (Figure 14) that create or 
edit the knowledge 5 mu cures such as the frame lattice. Finally, the heuristic rules 
mat make inferences based on the current state of the knowledge base (Table 3). 
In other words, the information-garnering rules generate requests for specific data 
pertaining to the case at hand. Tne knowledge-creating rules create new frames 
and hierarchies such as market and product hierarchies. They also create instances 
of existing frames or insert data items into slots of existing instances. These two 
w 
ruie types facilitate the development of a representation of the problem situation. 
Based on this representation t or 'understanding*). the heuristic rules can be fired 
to generate suggestions or recommendations. At this point all the rules are 
forward driven. This is consistent with the textbook approach. 
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TABLE 3: SAMPLE HUERISTICS 
Screening Rules: 
If Idea meets company's ’must' criteria 
then select Idea for further screening. 
If product idea requirements match company strengths 
then idea is screened successfully. 
Generic Strategy Rules : 
If idea is screened and idea is for an existing product and existing market 
then recommend a Penetration strategy'. 
If idea is successfully screened and idea is for existing product and a new market 
then recommend Brand Extension. 
Similar rules are used for other combinations of the product-market matrix. 
Existing Product Rules : 
If Penetration strategy' recommended and competitors vulnerable 
then select entrenchment strategy. 
If Penetration strategy recommended and low end user value 
then switch to intermediaries. 
If Penetration strategy recommended and product is health or safety-related 
then attempt mandatory consumption. 
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4.1.2 The Expert Model 
The prototype developed in the previous sections, was the basis for an 
iterative development of the expert model. As described earlier, the expert was 
working on a project for a company in the gasket material industry. This company 
will be referred to as ’Gasketall’. After each knowledge acquisition session 
(described in Chapter 3), the system was modified to reflect the expert’s approach 
to the decision. For example, it was obvious that the environment external to the 
industry was an important concept. Trends in the external environment often 
translated into opportunities or threats in the industry. In the case of gasketting 
materials, the trend was the health hazard associated with asbestos. This provided 
the opportunity for polymeric materials to be used as a substitute. From the point 
of view of the established firms, on the other hand, the same trend was seen as 
a threat. External Environment became an additional frame, with trends as a slot. 
Opportunities and threats became slots in the SBU (Strategic Business Unit) 
frame. Another important aspect that differentiated the textbook model from the 
expert model was the distinction between corporate and strategic business unit 
(sbu) decisions. Corporate decision-makers are more likely to think in terms of 
businesses and business portfolios rather than products. New products developed 
at the sbu level, on the other hand, are more narrowly defined. They are strongly 
constrained by the existing process and product technologies. It became necessary 
to add a child frame to the company frame to represent strategic business units. 
Thus the expert model began to take shape as each session provided new frames, 
slots, and heuristics that were unique to the expert. What follows is a description 
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of the expert’s approach to the new product decision. While there are overlaps 
with the textbook model, the source of the information, here, is the expert himself. 
The next sections discuss the expert model in terms of the goals, the sub¬ 
tasks, the declarative knowledge, the procedural knowledge, and the reasoning 
strategy adopted. Figure 15 provides a graphical overview of the model. 
4.1.2.1 Goals and Sub-Goals 
The expert appeared to possess a hierarchy of goals. At the highest level 
is the corporate mission statement. To achieve the mission, a number of long¬ 
term objectives are established. These in turn are converted to short-term goals. 
In the case of new product decisions, the objective is growth. The particular short¬ 
term goal set by ’Gasketall’ is to double sales in two years. The goal and sub¬ 
goal structure is described in figure 16. 
4.1.2.2 Task Analysis 
The overall task of opportunity identification was reduced to a task agenda: 
(i) Current Situation Analysis; 
(ii) Market definition; 
(iii) Segmentation; 




























Long-term objectives (Eg. Growth) 
Short-term goals (Eg. double sales in two years) 
Means (Introduce new products/ enter new markets) 
Means (Generate Ideas/ Find new segments) 
Strategy (Develop new product strategy) 
Figure 16: Goals and Sub-goals 
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(v) Product strategy development; and 
(vi) Idea framework creation. 
Sub-tasks (iv) and (v) are carried out in parallel and have an impact on each 
other. The product strategy will affect market selection and vice versa. Each of 
these tasks is discussed below. 
Before a company or division can develop a new product strategy, it must 
analyze its current situation. This process involves identifying customers, suppliers, 
and competitors; clarifying the strengths and weaknesses of its resources relative 
to the competition; and specifying the advantages and disadvantages of its product 
line. In other words, the decision makers must develop a deep understanding of 
the company and its current competitive position. 
Market definition appears to be a hazy area. It can be defined in terms of 
the products offered (gasketting material, for instance), the major customers served 
(NASA and the armed forces), or a generic need serviced (the need for 
recreation). A major issue then, is to clarify the definition of the market. For 
instance, the recreation market has a very wide scope. This might be a corporate 
market definition for a large company that controls divisions operating in the 
resort business, the sporting goods business, and the entertainment business. 
However, each of those divisions must restrict it’s market definition to more 
specific markets. It is at this divisional or strategic business unit level that we shall 
focus. 
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Once the most general description of the existing market has been agreed 
upon, the segments within this market must be identified. This segmentation 
process is carried out in a number of ways. For industrial products, this could be 
done by functionality (high versus low performance needs), by geographic location, 
or by customer type (government, large corporation, or small contractors). For 
consumer products, the segmentation challenge is greater. Consumer demographics, 
values, fads, and many other less tangible factors, must be monitored and 
identified. 
Once a reasonably clear definition of the relevant markets is obtained, the 
task is to select the markets in which the company will compete. Market selection 
involves matching company strengths with market needs. It also involves evaluating 
the market in terms of competitive structure and potential. [Note: The market 
evaluation criteria mentioned by the expert, were far less comprehensive than the 
textbook model] Finally, the product strategy adopted by the firm, will influence 
the markets selected. 
A generic strategy is selected for competing in the market. Three generic 
strategies are commonly adopted: Cost; Differentiation; and Niche strategies 
(Porter, 1976). The cost strategy offers a given product at the lowest cost. The 
differentiation strategy offers a unique product with some value added to 
differentiate it from competing products. Finally, the niche strategy focuses on 
customers with special needs, instead of trying to service the entire market. 
Selecting the appropriate strategy is dependent on many factors including the 
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strengths and weaknesses, and the objectives of the organization. For example, the 
European car manufacturers have adopted a niche strategy in the luxury car 
market. The high quality and the status symbol image of their cars, allow them 
to profitably operate in the upper income and status conscious segments of the 
market. The Japanese manufacturers began with a niche in the low-end of the 
market, moved to a cost strategy over a wide section of the market, and are now 
differentiating their products on the basis of quality rather than cost! Their 
strategy was able to evolve because of the strengths they acquired, such as local 
production facilities and customer acceptance. In the case of ’Gasketall’, the 
generic strategy selected is also the niche strategy. An important factor in this 
selection appears to be the process technology available. This technology has 
inherent strengths and weaknesses. It is difficult to compete on a cost basis with 
certain other processes. However, there are functional advantages with their 
product in specific heat ranges. Thus, the markets to be selected are ones that are 
willing to pay extra for eliminating asbestos and for improved functionality. Since 
the company has limited resources and modest growth objectives, there is no 
possibility of overcoming the weaknesses. The only generic strategy available, 
therefore, is the niche strategy. 
To further constrain the selection of markets, the firm must specify its 
product-market scope. This is discussed in the textbook model section and in 
figure 11. Conventional wisdom appears to have been accepted by the expert, too. 
This states that firms should not attempt to diversify into entirely new products 
and markets. This restricts the choices to the first four cubes in the product- 
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market matrix. These choices include: penetration of existing segments; further 
segmentation of markets; repositioning existing products for new uses; and brand 
or product line extensions. It would appear that radical new products are not 
usually pursued in any methodical fashion. In the ’Gasketall’ company, the 
product-market scope allowed for most of these choices. The basic product strategy 
is to attempt to penetrate further into the Original Equipment (OE) market by 
attacking the competitors’ market share. In addition, an attempt is being made to 
find niches in the Maintainence and Repair Operations (MRO) market, a different 
segment from their current market. 
Growth can be accomplished by market development or by capturing part 
of the competitors’ market share. The need to focus on aggressive competition is 
predicated on the market life cycle stage. The gasketting material market is a 
mature one. Growth can therefore be obtained only by attacking the competitors’ 
market share. If the life cycle stage had been the growth stage, the focus would 
have been on marketing and market development. 
Three basic aspects of the product strategy have emerged so far. The first 
aspect is the selection of a generic strategy. The second is the selection of markets 
and market segments. The third aspect is identifying the source of growth and 
selecting the marketing focus. The data items needed as inputs to selecting these 
strategies have been partially identified here and are discussed further in the next 
section. 
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The final task is creating a framework for ideas. The first step is to develop 
a deep understanding of the markets selected. This task itself is composed of a 
number of sub-tasks. These include identifying: strengths and weaknesses of both 
your own and the competitors’ products; technological and marketing strengths; 
previous performance; customers’ perception of product advantages; and product 
life cycle stage. The second step is to develop a clear definition of product 
requirements. Step three converts these requirements into technical specifications. 
Step four combines requirements and specs, into a framework for idea generation. 
Finally, this framework is updated as the market changes. 
The system continues to use screens as the basic interface mechanism. The 
user is led through the steps described above. He begins by describing the current 
market and the current company position. Based on this information, tfie system 
infers the generic strategy, the market focus, and the product-market scope. The 
user is then expected to iteratively develop a market definition. This is done by 
either generalizing or specializing the current definition. For example, a market 
definition of "recreation" may be too broad. The user could specialize this 
definition to "sporting goods". This could be further specialized to "American 
Sporting goods". It is clear that specialization is the same as segmentation. 
Because segmentation can be carried out in so many ways, the user must select 
the appropriate variable to segment the market. However, the expert often makes 
suggestions as to how this could be done. The system therefore also incorporates 
this function: the user is provided with a list of likely variables for this market. 
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Once the markets have been defined and segmented, the user must describe 
each of these segments in terms of size and customer requirements. The system 
then selects the segments in which to operate. The final output of the system is 
the framework for idea generation. For each market, it lists the product 
requirements. In some cases, it also provides some suggestions for products and 
product strategies. This last feature is based on the analogical reasoning adopted 
by the expert. Strategies and ideas from his own or others’ experiences are 
catalogued. These are then triggered by certain similarities with the current 
situation. 
The task agenda is accomplished by using a Goldworks feature called sponsors. 
Each sponsor is assigned to an agenda. Rules that correspond to a particular task, 
say market definition, can then be assigned to the agenda. Sponsors can be either 
’enabled’ or ’disabled’. When a sponsor is enabled, only those rules that are 
assigned to the sponsor’s agenda will fire. Sponsors are enabled in the order of 
the tasks described above. As each task is completed, the corresponding sponsor 
is disabled before enabling the next one. 
4.123 Knowledge Organization 
As with the description of the textbook model, this section is divided into 
(A) Declarative and (B) Procedural knowledge. In addition, (C) the control 
strategy is discussed. 
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(A) Declarative Knowledge 
A graphical representation of the knowledge-base is provided in figure 17. 
It is obvious that the level of detail increased substantially over the textbook 
model. The volume of data remained fairly stable. For those concepts and 
attributes that were added there were others that were deleted. However, there 
is a major difference in the type of data items used. The textbook provides 
comprehensive checklists of important information. The expert appeared to use far 
fewer items. On the other hand, the information selected was industry specific. 
Details such as the process technology and it’s peculiarities were important. Causal 
relations between constructs were explicitly defined in the expert model. The 
relations ’makes’, ’uses’, and ’competes’ were created to relate the organizations, 
products, and markets frames. For instance, (makes abc-co widgets) is an example 
of the ’makes’ relation between company abc-co and product widgets. Similarly, 
(uses beverage-market coffee) is an example of the relation ’uses’ linking markets 
and products, and (competes abc-co beverage-market) relates organizations and 
markets. 
A very interesting declarative construct is the prototype or case. An 
important approach to problem solving is analogical reasoning. Very often a 
solution to a problem in one setting can be creatively applied to a different 
problem. Case-based reasoning is an important sub-discipline of artificial 





























In this study, it was obvious that both the textbook and the expert relied heavily 
on examples to explain their approaches. Much of the conventional wisdom in 
business practices is induced from many instances of successful and unsuccessful 
strategies. The expert had a large repertoire of anecdotal knowledge concerning 
various approaches to the sub-tasks of opportunity identification. To attempt to 
capture this knowledge, a number of prototypes were created for various strategies 
and product ideas. These prototypes are described in figure 18. 
As discussed earlier (Chapter 3), all declarative knowledge is captured in 
the system in terms of assertions. However, the knowledge is organized into higher 
level structures called frames, instances, and relations. Each of the major concepts 
were represented by a frame, with actual values attached to slots associated with 
instances of the frame. Slots represent attributes of the concept. Relations were 
also used to link various objects. In this system, assertion relations were used. 
Multiple assertions of the same form can exist. For instance, (uses beverage- 
market coffee) and (uses beverage-market tea) can both exist in the assertion 
base. There is another type of relation called a functional assertion relation. This 
has the useful feature of retracting previous assertions when a new one, of the 
same form, is entered. For example, if (weather today sunny) is asserted, any 
previous assertion such as (weather today snow) is retracted. For assertions to be 
of the same form all items must be same, except for the last one. This type of 
relation could be used in the system to support, say, a link between customers and 

















(B) Procedural Knowledge 
While declarative knowledge is passive, procedural knowledge is active. 
Procedures are used to acquire information and to make inferences from available 
information. It is believed that declarative knowledge evolves into procedures and 
then these procedures are compiled into an efficient low-level code. One feature 
of expertise is the existence of large numbers of such compiled procedures. This 
complicates the knowledge acquisition, since experts cannot easily access these 
procedures. To facilitate the acquisition of procedural knowledge, the expert was 
asked to analyze a number of cases and verbalize concurrently. The information¬ 
gathering procedures were identified by recording the sequence of data items 
accessed. The inference procedures were then identified by associating the inputs 
used with the solutions proposed. For example: 
IF PRODUCT-LIFE-CYCLE-STAGE IS MATURE 
THEN MARKET-FOCUS IS COMPETE-AGGRESSIVELY. 
A partial list of procedures used is provided in Table 4. 
(C) Reasoning and Control Strategy 
The order in which the procedures are selected is an important issue. 
Previous research indicates that experts reason forward, while novices reason 
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TABLE 4: SAMPLE EXPERT HEURISTICS 
Product Life Cycle Rules: 
If life-cycle-stage growth 
Then develop-market 
If life-cycle-stage maturity 
Then compete-aggressively 
Segmentation Rules: 
If dominant-attribute of market-Y is X 
Then create-segment X 
If add-segment X 
and parent-market is Y 
Then create-segment X 
Segment Selection Rules: 
If segment-X has product P and customer C 
And C is dissatisfied 
Or P can be cheaper or better 
Then select segment-X 
Market Evaluation Rules: 
If dominant-attribute of market-Y is X 
And sbu-strategy is niche 
And sbu-attribute equal to competitors-attribute 
Then market-Y vulnerable 
If market-Y has opportunity O 
And market-response is laggard 
Then market-Y vulnerable 
If market-Y has comfort-factor high 
Then market-Y vulnerable 
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backward. That is, experts select procedures related to information-gathering and 
preliminary sub-tasks first. 
The system only utilized a forward-chaining control strategy. This is 
consistent with the expert approach. 
4.13 Interview Data 
Four practicing managers in very different industries were interviewed. They 
were first asked to describe their company strategy in the area of new product 
introductions. The information gathered is presented in the form of mini cases 
in Table 5. The purpose of these cases is to present a view of institutional 
decision-making. The individual manager’s schema is shaped to a large extent by 
the type of industry within which he functions. Three of the four managers had 
limited experience in formal new product development. These persons could 
therefore be considered novices in this strategic decision area. In the limited time 
available for the interviews, they discussed their product strategy and also analysed 
a case (Binder Co.). Concurrent verbal protocols were recorded during the 
analysis. These protocols were used in the expert-novice comparisons discussed in 
Section 4.2. Figures 19 and 20 provide transcripts of protocols of the expert and 
one representative novice. 
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TABLE 5: MINI CASES 
Mini-case 1: Sporting Corporation 
Designation: Vice-President, International Business 
Market: Sporting Goods 
Mission: To be a world leader in producing selected sporting goods. 
New Product Strategies: differentiation through technology innovation (injection 
moulding); international markets and high growth sports (golf); and growth by focusing 
on marketing. 
Mini-case 2: Engineering Plastics 
Designation: Research Coordinator 
Market: Engineering Polymers 
Mission: To maintain current position as leader in the engineering polymers market. 
New Product Strategies: Technology innovation through new polymer blends; finding new 
applications for plastics. 
Mini-case 3: Aerospace Contractor 
Designation: Product Engineer 
Market: Aerospace and Defense 
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New Product Strategies: Develop products from customer requirements; find new markets 
for current technologies. 
Mini-case 4: Regional Bank 
Designation: Product development Manager 
Market: Banking 
Mission: To grow from a savings bank to a large commercial bank. 
New Product Strategies: No clear cut strategies; reactive to competitor actions. 
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Figure 19: Expert Protocol 
(Note: Phrases in bold print are editorial insertions. No corrections have been 
made for grammatical errors) 
There are a number of things that stand out, at least at first reading. 
Data collection (The first is, I have tried to identify the strengths of the company,., what 
makes the customer buy from this company. The strengths of the company, as outlined 
here, are: one, its ability to produce orders large or small to meet specific customer 
requirements.. This customized binder is 70% of its current sales and a growing 10 % 
of its sales are customized computer software packaging and increasing rapidly. The next 
thing I notice on the strengths of the company are that it is operating, one, 
predominantly in the northeast where it has a significant number of sales people and 
district managers and therefore presumably covers the market quite well, and, in 
addition, it has specialized in concentrating in the industrial and goverment buyers. And 
in fact in the segment of industrial purchasers of which Superior has concentrated, the 
banking industry far dominates. So it is concentrated I would believe on the banking 
industry very heavily and it is .... these are all strengths., it is geographically centered 
and covers that geographical area very well It clearly knows the industrial /government 
market and in particular the banking market well) Forward reasoning (and so the 
strengths - definitely the product strategy strengths - of this company are customized 
orders, large or small Its competitors have moved to standard products and product 
lines at presumably lower margins and the question that is being asked during the case 
is should this be pursued.) 
Figure 19: Expert Protocol contd., next page 
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Figure 19: Expert Protocol (continued) 
If I look at the case as a whole, a number of things stand out: one, both in software 
and in binders, this company's strength is developing and introducing customized 
products. Strategy, along with detailed justification (There is ...Therefore, based on that, 
I would in the first instance concentrate the company's thoughts on maintaining itself 
in the customized portion of the market. It has concentrated itself in the northeast 
obviously a question must be asked is how are other portions of the country being 
accomodated in the customized field and is this an opportunity for Superior Binder Co.? 
Secondly, because the markets, be it government or banking, would perhaps be very 
similar in different segments of the country. So geographic expansion may be a relatively 
low risk approach and perhaps having attained the size of the sales that it has, there are 
innovative approaches in both product and market that Superior has, compared with the 
rest of the country. One might even anticipate that the Northeast, including New York 
city, Boston, Washington, and Richmond would be, one a highly competitive and, two 
a demanding market and therefore this company's doing well in that they may well have 
a strength that could be expanded geographically. On the other hand there is obviously 
a much expanding portion of their market namely the software packaging market that 
is increasing rapidly. Therefore, this must be an area to look at carefully to see whether 
there are opportunities for significant growth both within the current domestic sales area 
and elsewhere in the country. From the standpoint of production factors, Superior has 
invested in new equipment to make it competitive on large orders but [with] the majority 
of its orders people continue to buy to its strength, namely developing relatively smaller 
contcL, next page 
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Figure 19: Expert Protocol (continued) 
customized volumes. And further if the firm decides to go for the larger share of the 
software packaging market it must invest in more specialized equipment. I would suggest 
if the software packaging market is growing rapidly, one could well justify the 
investment in more specialized equipment. However in the customized binder market it 
may well be that the company should concentrate its innovation on, instead of investing 
in highly automated long-run equipment, in concentrating on techniques which would 
make equipment more flexible so if it is got even greater advantages in the small 
customized binder market. It says many manufacturers are moving to automating. These 
people... if your market projections suggest that the customized market is going to 
continue then the ability to make customized products is going to be a distinct advantage 
because competitiors are opting into volume. So therefore when I look at thjs I would 
say that Superior's current product strategy is to make customized products for a very 
limited geographical market. Should Superior develop more stock products or should 
it continue with emphasis on customized products ? Given an appropriate market 
research that suggests that there ought to be a continued market for customized products 
I would suggest that the company continue its emphasis in its strength area and perhaps 
to geographically expand in its strength, and not pursue more stock products. Should 
Superior go after a larger share of the computer software packaging market. If it is doing 
well and it seems as though... the inference is this may well be a second leg of the 
company's specialization which would be beneficial and therefore is potentially a growth 
market. With caution I would think that this one that the company is already selling 
contd., next page 
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Figure 19: Expert Protocol (continued) 
10% of its sales and it's entirely customized - it fits within its strength although it is a 
specialized area. Basically I think, determine whether; one, geographic expansion is the 
way to go and, two, emphasize innovation in the processing area so that they become 
more competitive in the customization process, and, three, look very carefully to see 
whether the packaging narket is one that by innovative approaches they can become 
even more dominant. Build on the strengths of the company and look to the market to 
be sure that there will be demands for their strenths. But this I believe may well be a 
more profitable niche to be in than pursuing the highly standard products.) 
Well-developed declarative knowledge (However, one needs to know an awful lot more 
than is available in a case study on understanding the market, the competitors, and 
where ones strengths and weaknesses are.) 
On looking at this and it's write-up, the strengths are clearly in customized., and knowing 
a segment of the market Industry Prototypes (and not the customer market but the 
industrial market.) 
Figure 19: Expert protocol 
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Figure 20: Novice Protocol 
Analogical reasoning (A company that is trying to be a lot of things to a lot of people. 
I think they should define their markets better.) 
Strategy (I think they should decide what they're going to do, whether they are going to 
produce high volume standard stuff or whether they are going to customize., sounds like 
they would like to be able to do both, which they still might be able to do. This whole 
software industry - I think his idea for spinning it off and getting a manager for it is 
absolutely important because its a whole other side issue to what it is that they're doing.) 
Analogy to own situation (But I think they've got a lot of ideas for a lot of new things 
but I think they're trying to be too much to too many people.) 
Goals (And I would define the role of the company more. What is it that we're going 
to do,) 
Backward reasoning to data needs (where do we make the most profit, what do we need 
to be able to operate - to be competitive - and have a combination of those two things. 
Where do we make our money and what do we need to have for our sales 
representatives in order to bring [in] business. Maybe you find some items that are not 
necessarily as profitable but that leads you into other things that are.) 
Underdeveloped declarative knowledge (What information would I like? I'm not sure 
I can answer that - I'd have to read it through again to... because there's a lot of 
statistics in here and data that I'm not sure I picked it all up as I read. There s probably 
enough information if I had understood every bit of this in here to tell me what Id do. 
I'd look at the volume and the profitability and the market place. You have all these 
Figure 20: Novice Protocol contd., next page 
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Figure 20: Novice Protocol (continued) 
reps out there, they have to have some sense of what people want to buy.)But I'd 
probably get rid of some of the stuff that sounds like they doing a very small percentage 
and go after the business that the government, the high percentage type of. banks. I'd 
go after that. I'd probably standardize it more. I'd probably do a competitive study. I'd 
find out who else was in the business here and what are they offering and what are they 
doing. Some of that you could get from the reps themselves. So I'd know what my 
competition is. I would narrow it down to where can we make the most money and 
have a relatively competitive product line. 
Figure 20: Novice protocol 
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42 Data Analysis 
This section analyses the models and the data collected and identifies 
differences between the expert, the textbook, and the novices. The framework 
created in Chapter 2 is used to analyze the system and the data collected. Briefly, 
I will attempt to document how a manager solves unstructured problems. In 
particular, the analysis will focus on: (i) what information is used and how 
knowledge is organized, (ii) what reasoning strategy is adopted, and (iii) what 
effect uncertainty has on information usage. The propositions were investigated by 
a subjective evaluation of the models and data. 
42.1 Propositions 
Proposition 1: Expert product managers will possess a detailed schema for new 
product introductions that will tailor their information search process. Novices will 
not possess a well-defined schema and their information search process will be 
random. 
This proposition was supported by the interviews with both expert and 
novices. The expert was clear about the information he needed and the stages 
involved in new product development (Section 4.1.2). The novices, on the other 
hand, had limited conceptual knowledge and focused heavily on the technical 
jargon of their particular industries. They all felt that they could benefit from a 
formal training program in the area of product development. The lack of a well- 
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developed schema can be inferred from the absence of a clear information search 
process. In one novice protocol for instance (Figure 20), the subject makes the 
following statement 
"What information would I like? I’m not sure I can answer 
that - I’d have to read it through again to... because there’s 
a lot of statistics in here and data that I’m not sure I picked 
it all up as I read." 
The most obvious difference between the expert and the novices was in 
terms of the scope of their cognitive models. The expert’s model was wider and 
deeper than the novices’. A few simple statistics, extracted from the protocols, 
demonstrate this fact. Figures 19 and 20 are the expert and novice (the banker) 
protocols respectively. The expert protocol, generated from analyzing the Binder 
case, contains 882 words. The sample novice protocol, generated from the same 
task, contains 378 words, less than 40% of the expert number. 
The expert had developed a contingency framework that enabled him to 
evaluate different industries and situations. The novices were still coping with their 
own specific situations. They did not possess many general prototypes. The MBA 
had absorbed some of the ’classic’ prototypes as a result of his training. 
The novices had very diverse approaches to the problem. Two of them had 
little or no exposure to the marketing concepts. Their roles in new product 
introduction were technologically oriented. The banker had a good grasp of the 
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existing financial products. She had also introduced a new financial product as a 
reaction to competitive products. However, she possessed a very limited strategic 
model. The commercialization manager, being part of a large corporation, had an 
even narrower view of the process. Her model of the decision was essentially one 
of matching customer requirements with technological capabilities. The third novice 
possessed an MBA and was familiar with the normative model of product 
planning. He had not, however, developed a personal understanding, as indicated 
by a dearth of heuristics. 
Proposition 2: Expert schemas will differ from reconstructed (textbook) models. 
Specifically, experts will look for ‘soft’ information (hunches, emotions, personal 
feelings, etc.) that is not mentioned in textbooks. 
« 
The expert often referred to ’soft’ concepts such as feelings and hunches. 
For instance, when discussing market selection, he indicated that a dominant factor 
was whether the management group was ’comfortable’ with a particular market. 
An important input into the decision process was the opinions of other industry 
analysts. These opinions were often just calculated guesses as to future trends. In 
addition, he was sceptical of the role of models, and other tools, in strategic 
decisions. This finding is consistent with the political view of decision making 
(Mintzberg, 1976). 
One striking similarity between the expert and the novices was the use of 
’soft’ information by all the subjects. Individual beliefs and goals were considered 
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important determinants of product strategy. This supports the behavioral rather 
than the purely rational approaches to decision making. 
Proposition 3: At high levels of uncertainty, decision makers will focus on 
external rather than internal sources of information. 
Uncertainty is created by a number of factors. These include demand 
fluctuation and rapid technology change. The driving forces behind these factors 
are typically outside the control of the organization. It appears reasonable to 
assume that managers operating in volatile markets will tend to demand more 
external information than those operating in stable markets. In the new products 
decision, the internal information requirements revolve around the capabilities of 
the firm to produce the product. 
The method adopted here did not provide a clear way of differentiating 
between stable and volatile situations. Most markets have some uncertainty that 
requires environmental scanning. The banking industry is coping with deregulation, 
the gasketing materials industry is affected by the need to replace asbestos, the 
plastics industry must constantly look for new applications in diverse markets. All 
the firms in these industries, collected a great deal of external information. The 
sporting goods corporation appears to be the most stable among those I examined. 
Their increasing focus on internal technology provides some limited support for 
the hypothesis. 
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Proposition 4: Experts use forward reasoning strategies as opposed to backward 
strategies used by novices. That is, experts appear not to explicitly state goals and 
reason back from these statements. 
The approaches to the decision by experts and novices are clearly different. 
As hypothesized, experts appear to reason in a forward manner, while novices 
have a less organized approach. Further, The experts appear to follow a strategy 
that is similar to the normative model. 
Many psychologists and computer scientists use the state space approach to 
understanding reasoning strategies. This approach requires the researcher to see 
the problem in terms of a board game such as chess. The concepts of states and 
operators correspond to board positions and moves, respectively. In the case of 
new product introductions, the goal is to develop successful new product ideas 
(which is itself a means towards the goal of growth or protection). The current 
state could be considered to be the model of the existing situation. Intermediate 
states reflect changes to the current state, caused by accumulating incremental 
knowledge and by decisions taken. Thus, the operators that carry out the changes 
include information gathering, and decision-making. The set of operators selected 
by the firm forms its new product strategy. 
The normative model of new product problem solving suggests a means- 
ends analysis approach. This strategy involves identifying current and goal states, 
identifying differences between these states, and selecting the appropriate operator 
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to move from the current state towards the goal. To illustrate the above strategy, 
consider a medium size company that manufactures gasketing materials. It has a 
long-term growth objective and therefore, plans to introduce new products. To 
initiate a proactive new product development program, the expert would, according 
to this strategy, compare the future company model with the current model and 
extract the differences. He would then choose an action that would reduce these 
differences. 
Previous research, conducted in other areas of problem solving, indicate that 
most experts appear to reason in a forward direction. This would indicate that the 
problem solving protocols would reflect information collected for lower level sub¬ 
goals before attacking the major goal. Conversely, novices would attempt to 
develop ideas or select markets first, and look for lower level information only to 
support these efforts. 
The protocols of the expert support the forward-reasoning hypothesis. Figure 
19 reproduces a sample protocol transcript (for Case 1 - Binder Co.). The first 
section addresses the data collection. In particular, data regarding company 
strengths and market share. The next sections indicate an attempt to reason 
forward from the data collected. The product strategy, a high-level goal, is 
developed last. 
Figure 20 provides the corresponding protocol transcript for one novice. 
This also appears to support the hypothesis of analogical and backward reasoning. 
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The first section uses the weak method of analogy. In fact the analogy is made 
to her own company, which is trying to deal with its new business of commercial 
banking, while retaining its small savings bank atmosphere for its old clients. The 
second section attempts to formulate a product strategy, a high-level sub-goal. The 
third section is an attempt to identify the mission and objective of the company, 
all high-level goals. Next, these are used as the basis for identifying lower-level 
data. This approach is consistent with backward reasoning. Another section 
demonstrates the lack of a well-developed declarative knowledge structure. This 
hinders collecting and organizing information. 
Protocols of other novices are not quite so clear-cut. It appears that the 
problem solving process is more haphazard and random. 
« 
Proposition 5: Experts do not maintain detailed lists of data items. They often 
need to support their information search by referring to textbook or journal 
checklists. 
An important difference between the textbook model and the expert schema 
was observed. The expert used far less information and carried out very little 
financial analysis. This may be explained by the fact that the situations considered 
did not call for large new investments or for diversifying into entirely new markets. 
The expert and textbook models are presented in Appendix B. Even though 
the textbook model incorporates only a small fraction of the possible data items 
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listed in textbooks, there are many more items than in the expert model. For 
example, the number of variables used to measure the desirability of entering a 
market is over ten in the textbook model. They are all "hard" measures. The 
expert on the other hand used just two - are managers comfortable with the 
market, and does the company have a strategic advantage (vulnerability) in the 
market. When pressed for measures to evaluate products and markets, the expert 
would typically refer me to various printed sources. This appears to support 
Proposition 5. 
























The first major difference is the absence of a "Criteria" frame in the expert 
model. This frame was used to provide a checklist of evaluation criteria for Ideas. 
The second difference is the focus on customers and customer-profiles in the 
expert model. These frames are more qualitatively oriented than the market 
measures used by the textbook model. The third difference is the addition of a 
"Task Agenda" frame in the expert model. This indicates the more procedural and 
goal-oriented process of the expert. This is further supported by the following 
comparison of rules in the two models. 
Rule Tvpe Expert Textbook 
Information-gathering 38 rules 30 
Inferences 20 15 
Structure-modification 16 12 
It is obvious that rules were added in all rule types. This is a further 
indication of proceduralization in the expert model. In other words, there is some 
limited evidence of a conversion of static declarative knowledge into dynamic 
procedures. 
422 Other Observations 
The ACT* theory (Anderson, 1983, 1987), discussed in Chapter 1, provides 
a good framework for analyzing the expert model. Clearly the textbook model 
reflects mainly declarative knowledge in a very general domain. Problem solving 
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must depend heavily on weak methods such as analogies. Specific domains refer 
to specific industries or industry types. One would expect powerful procedures to 
be developed within industries and these would be transferable to similar 
industries. Further, the procedures would be organized into goal hierarchies. 
The expert model possesses many of the features described in the ACT* 
theory. Increased numbers of industry-specific procedures were created. When 
solving the ’Gasketall’ case, for instance, specific procedures regarding process 
capabilities were added to enable segment selection. The weak method of analogy 
was constantly observed in the protocols and was incorporated into the system 
through prototypes. Finally, the attempt to transfer procedures to other domains 
was seen when new cases were analyzed. 
However, certain deviations from the theory were also observed. These 
deviations and other observations are discussed below. 
Appendix B provides a detailed description of the knowledge base. One 
observes a number of interesting findings. First, the rules suggest a fairly extensive 
contingency framework, which the system captures only partially. The most 
commonly used phrase was ’it depends’. The expert appears to categorize 
situations contingent on a number of factors. The most obvious category is 
’consumer’ versus ’industrial’ product. Another is the life cycle stage of the 
product. In discussing an on-going project, he often stressed the fact that the 
market was ’mature’. The new product strategy adopted was based largely on this 
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fact. These heuristics are a function of personal experience as well as conventional 
wisdom. The heuristic ’do not diversify too widel/ for instance, is a commonly 
held view with many managers. 
Second, the expert used analogies extensively to support his reasoning. This 
is closely related to the conventional wisdom aspect. In lieu of complete theories 
of management, managers rely on the experiences of other firms. Succesful 
management practices serve as role models while unsuccessful ones are avoided. 
Analogical reasoning requires the availability of a large number of prototypes that 
can be matched with the current problem or situation. 
Third, the detailed justification provided with the strategy selected. This is 
not usually observed in expert problem solving. The theoretical model, for skill 
acquisition (Anderson, 1987), indicates that knowledge is compiled into procedures. 
This process is usually accompanied with the inability to explain the problem 
solving steps. One possible explanation for this deviation is the nature of business 
decision making. Decisions are generally a group process and must be 
communicated to the whole group. Managers must, therefore, be able to justify 
their approaches. 
Further, the system was developed entirely using a forward chaining mode 
that appeared to reflect the expert’s process. The system uses screens for each of 
the major constructs used by the expert (Markets, Organizations, Customers, and 
Products). For each screen, information is collected for these constructs. This data 
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then drives the derision process towards the ultimate goal of opportunity 
identification and idea generation. 
43 Implications 
The conclusions and possible extensions of this research effort are discussed 
in detail in Chapter 5. A few major implications are listed here. I have used 
computer simulation to provide a model of expert decision-making in strategic 
management. I have also contrasted this model with textbook and novice models. 
Clearly, strategists bring a large body of knowledge to the decision-making tasks. 
This knowledge is largely non-theoretical, unlike experts in most fields. Instead, 
the knowledge is a mixture of personal beliefs, empirical observation, and 
conventional wisdom. Analogical reasoning plays a large part in problem-solving. 
Quantitative data and mathematical models are not an important part of the 
schema. These findings support a number of recent theories about strategic 
decision-making (Mintzberg, 1976; Zmud, 1986). They have important implications 
for the design of information systems also. Model management systems could 
support strategists by performing the quantitative analyses for them. The outputs 
should then be communicated in a qualitative form. Novice strategists could be 




CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED EXTENSIONS 
This research effort was an an attempt to model managerial thinking in terms 
of the theories developed in cognitive science. The output of the effort was the 
implementation of a computer program that partially replicated the decision process 
of an expert manager. The model was first developed using only textbook knowledge. 
It was then modified based on knowledge acquired from the expert. Changes in the 
model were examined in the context of propositions generated from prior research. 
In particular, the focus of the investigation was to model expert problem solving in 
ill-structured situations using the theoretical knowledge structures and reasoning 
strategies. The research method was computer simulation, using an expert system 
shell. In addition, four practicing managers were interviewed and their.protocols 
analyzed. 
5.1 Findings 
The findings of this research effort are summarized in Table 6. For the most 
part, the five propositions (derived from the literature, as discussed in Chapter 1) 
were supported by the models and data. The knowledge base was conceptualized as 
declarative and procedural knowledge. Textbooks provided long lists of data items 
needed to evaluate markets and product ideas. Novices rarely even referred to a 
specific data item. The expert also used fewer data items for evaluation. In terms of 


























































































































































available from empirical studies such as PIMS. When dealing with a specific industry, 
however, experts acquire additional heuristics peculiar to that industry. The textbook 
model had very few productions to actually generate strategies or ideas. Textbooks 
typically provide checklists of important information, but very few rules to transform 
this information into strategies or product ideas. This is because they do not deal 
with specific domains (industries). The checklists are comprehensive since they are 
intended to cover all industries. It was found that the expert rarely used more than 
a few items to define various concepts. For instance, the textbook provides a list of 
10-15 data items to evaluate markets. The expert on the other hand used only a few, 
such as size and growth rate. 
The type of industry often decided the information used. This indicates the 
existence of procedures to select information. Many procedures were adcjed in the 
expert model to produce strategies or select markets. 
Reasoning or control strategies differed between experts and novices. Experts 
followed a goal-directed forward reasoning strategy, while novices demonstrated no 
clear reasoning strategy. The expert used a combination of weak methods (analogy) 
and goal-driven forward chaining. This supports the ACT* theory. However, analogy 
was used even within well understood domains. No clear strategy was observed in 
novice reasoning. This could be because of the limited data collected. 
Apart from the cognitive modelling, I also looked at information usage. 
Strategic management literature (Mintzberg, 1976) suggests that managers use a lot 
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of ’soft’ information. This refers to hunches, rumors, feelings, etc. Also, it is 
suggested that the focus of information is related to the level of uncertainty. In firms 
with a high level of uncertainty, the focus is on external information. Conversely, in 
stable firms the focus is on internal information. The data supports the proposition 
regarding the use of soft data. However, no clear evaluation was made with regard 
to level of uncertainty and information usage. The research method was not well 
suited to examining this question. It was hard to measure the level of uncertainty. 
Limited support is provided by the fact that the fairly stable sports industry appears 
to be focusing on internal technology strengths. Very often objective information was 
secondary to ’soft’ information. For example, market selection, according to the 
expert, is dependent on how ’comfortable’ the group of managers are with the 
market. This comfort factor overrides the profitability or growth potential of the 
market. The ’trends’ slot of the ’environment’ frame in the expert model is also often 
filled with gut-feelings or rumors. 
The models developed (both textbook and expert) closely resembled the 
theoretical models described. This is not entirely surprising since the shell software 
was designed to provide these knowledge structures. However, what is more 
interesting, is the fact that the decision area easily lent itself to conceptualization. 
This was especially true in the case of the industry structure. The taxonomic 
structure provided by frames, is mirrored in the natural hierarchy of market 
segments and product categories. 
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Reasoning by analogy was clearly an important strategy adopted by both 
expert and novices. Unfortunately, Goldworks, the expert system shell used here, 
does not provide analogical reasoning mechanisms. It was found that both expert and 
novice managers relied heavily on analogical reasoning. The difference was in the 
number of prototypes available. The expert, through training and experience, 
possessed a large number of prototypes that were organized around strategies and 
industry types. The novices on the other hand, often made analogies to their own, 
current situation. 
The lack of common knowledge and common-sense reasoning (too vast to 
capture), precludes systems in ill-structured domains from achieving high 
performance. The system developed was restricted to simulating the expert in three 
cases. 
52 Conclusions 
This dissertation used the expert system development process as a research 
method to study managerial thinking. The system developed provides a detailed 
description of one experienced product manager’s schema. In addition, four other 
practicing managers were interviewed. Three of these managers are relatively 
inexperienced and can be considered novices. Their protocols were compared with 
those of the expert to explore the differences. The sample was too small to make any 
generalizations. However, the data supports earlier findings regarding the nature of 
problem solving. 
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This effort is unique in that it applied the expert systems approach to an ill- 
structured problem. From the point of view of MIS research, it addresses the role 
of the mind, not as a black box but as an important part of the system. The findings 
thus have important implications for decision support systems. These are discussed 
below. 
53 Suggested Extensions 
The system development process confirmed the limitations of expert systems 
in business decision making. The large dependence on common sense reasoning and 
the wide knowledge domain make the area unsuitable for high performance systems 
of this type. However, there appears to be scope for developing training tools to help 
students and novices improve their problem solving skills. The ability of the expert 
system to provide an explanation for its line of reasoning makes it suitable for this 
purpose. 
There are also interesting possibilities for expert support systems. These could 
provide an interactive medium to explore various decisions. Model management and 
idea support modules could be included in the system. 
Finally, the finding that experts rely heavily on analogical reasoning, suggests 
that case-based systems may help support managers. Providing precedents may 
suggest strategies in analogous situations. There is a large body of research already 
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existing in the area of case-based reasoning systems, especially legal systems 
(Rissland & Ashley, 1986). This research could be adapted to business decisions. 
The method adopted had several limitations, as discussed earlier. The most 
difficult problems faced were the hardware restrictions, lack of group support, and 
the small sample number. The expert system shell could only be run on a (386 
based) machine with at least six megabytes of memory. There was only one such 
machine available to me and had to be shared with other users. System failures were 
not uncommon also. Further, even the six megabytes of memory was rarely sufficient 
for extended sessions. It may be necessary, in the future, to use more powerful 
machines or to do away with many development features. 
Most research in the artificial intelligence area is carried out by teams of 
researchers who work on various aspects of a single problem. This allows for an 
exchange of ideas and group support. This approach was not feasible in my case. 
There is also the need for an expert to be available for extended sessions. 
The other problem was the necessity for a small sample size. This precludes 
generalizations and hypothesis testing. This suggests the development of 
questionnaires or experiments to test the findings from exploratory studies such as 
this one. Large samples are not feasible because of the time-intensive nature of the 
method. Further, there are many problems associated with reconciling multiple 
viewpoints. 
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In summary, computer simulation as a method of research has both pros and 
cons. Exploratory business research can benefit from the level of detail provided by 
the program. This provides for a better understanding of the decision process and 
suggests possible methods for improving decision making. On the other hand, 
researchers should be prepared to face difficulties in the acquisition and encoding 
of knowledge. Supplementary research using more traditional quantitative methods 
are also needed to generalize findings. 
APPENDIX A: EXPERT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
It is important to understand the architecture of an expert system, since it is 
proposed as a simple model of expert cognition. The essence of the research method 
adopted is the development and analysis of this model. An expert system consists of a 
knowledge-base, an inference engine, a database, and a user interface. Each of these 
modules can be implemented in different ways. The description below focuses on 
Goldworks, which is representative of common implementation schemes. 
The Knowledge Base 
Frames: 
« 
The Frame was proposed by Minsky (1975) as a model for cognitive schemas. 
Other models include Semantic nets (Quillian, 1968), Scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977), 
and Production systems (Anderson, 1983). Essentially, a frame is a knowledge structure 
that represents a concept, either physical or abstract. Thus, "Horse" or "Product" are 
examples of physical concepts, while "love" and "Market" are more ethereal concepts. 
The concept, typically is a generalization of many specific instances. For example, 
"Horse" is instantiated by many specific individuals like Secretariat and Alysheba. Each 
concept possesses features that describe all its members or distinguish one from another. 
Every horse has four "legs" while each horse has its own "name". "Number-of-Legs" and 
"Name" are examples of concept features and are called slots of the frame. The values 
"4" and "Secretariat" are assigned to these slots. 
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Concepts can exist at various levels of generalization or categorization. This is 
facilitated by the frame lattice and its inheritance mechanism. Each frame can have one 
or more parent or child frames. The child frames inherit the slots of the parent frame. 
Thus, if "Arab" was a child frame of "Horse", all the slots of horse including "Name" and 
"No-of-legs" would be inherited automatically by Arab. 
We found this model of knowledge structuring useful and intuitively appealing in 
the Product Development domain. Both products and markets form a natural hierarchy, 
as discussed in Chapter 4. 
Production Rules: 
« 
While the frame lattice provides an excellent means for representing declarative 
and semantic knowledge, procedural knowledge is primarily represented by If...Then 
rules or productions. Assertions generated from the frame lattice, relations, or other 
rules, are pattern-matched with the antecedents of the rules. If the match is successful 
the rule is fired and the consequent is asserted. Rules also have such features as 
explanations, certainty factors, and priorities. Priorities enable the developer to order the 
selection of rules by the inference engine. This feature reduces the flexibility of control, 
but is essential in a few cases. 
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Explanation: 
Facts are often represented by assertions. Assertions are either structured or 
unstructured. Structured assertions are generated from instances. Thus, if "Products" is a 
frame which is instantiated by "Product-instance 1", then the structured assertion 
(Product-instance 1 Products) is generated into the assertion base. If the instance has a 
slot called "Needs-satisfied", with the value "Stimulant", then the structured assertion 
(needs-satisfied product-instance 1 stimulant) is generated. As can be seen, structured 
assertions follow a specified pattern. Unstructured assertions, on the other hand, do not 
follow any specific pattern. 
Assertions have a dependancy structure. If an assertion is generated by a rule, the 
rule becomes part of this structure. If the assertion was entered by the user or * 
developer, then it is considered an axiom. 
Explanation of assertions is facilitated by the "Explain" function. When an 
assertion is provided as an argument to this function, the dependancy structure is 
returned. Explanation of assertions is one of the most useful features of the expert 
system approach to model building. 
Certainty: 
Declarative knowledge is represented by assertions. For example, (Employee 
Tom) and (Salary Tom 50000) are assertions derived from the frame "Employee" and 
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the instance "Tom". Assertions can also be derived from rules or independently asserted 
through the make-assertion function. Each of these assertions has a certainty value 
associated with it. For example, (Weather today snow :certainty 0.7). Rules also have 
certainty factors (CFs) associated with them. These certainty factors are not probabilities 
in the mathematical sense, and they do not necessarily have to be numerical. However, 
Goldworks provides a combining function that expects numerical values. This function is 
used when a rule fires and generates an assertion. The certainty of this assertion is 
obtained by the following simple formula : 
MIN (CFs of assertions in antecedent) * CF of rule). 
The developer can substitute his/her own function for this one. The default CF is 1.0, 
but again the developer can change this to a more appropriate value. One limitation is 
that certainty factors are not propagated. Thus, if the certainty of an assertion is 
changed, the certainties of other assertions that were derived from the first, are not 
updated. 
The Inference Engine 
Control strategies: 
Three control strategies - forward, backward, and goal-directed forward chaining - 
are usually supported. This is especially useful when modelling experts and novices. It 
has been observed (Slatter, 1987; Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1981) that experts tend to reason 
in the forward direction, while novices reason backwards. Essentially, the difference 
between forward chaining and backward chaining is that in the latter case, specific goals 
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are instantiated and rules whose consequents match these goals are fired. The 
antecedents of these rules then become the next set of sub-goals to be tested and so on 
until known facts in the database either satisfy or not satisfy the goals. Forward chaining, 
on the other hand, matches available assertions with the antecedents of rules. Backward 
chaining is useful in query systems. 
The User Interface: 
Goldworks provides a lisp environment, an editor (GMACS), and a menu 
interface for system development. While the creation, editing, and testing of objects and 
code is largely carried out in the former two environments, the interface is useful for 
demonstrating the objects. It also allows people without a strong programming 
background to interact with the system. This is especially useful for expert interaction 
with and verification of the system. 
Screens & Popup Menus: 
Goldworks provides a set of predefined frames for screen and menu creation. 
These allow for an attractive, full-color user interface. The user interface consists of 
permanent screens, popup menus, and an output window. 
Permanent screens are composed of a menu item bar and one or more screen 
templates (Figure 4). The menu item bar allows the user to switch screens, select 
available options, ask for a detailed definition of an item, or exit the system. The 
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templates can be used to provide instructions, gather information, or view instances 
(See Figure 4). 
Popup menus are temporary menus that disappear once the user selects an "ok" 
button. They are either triggered by rules or by screen options. There are several types 
of popup menus including Popup-confirm, Popup-choose, Popup-choose-several, Popup- 
ask-user, and Set-slot-values. Some examples are provided in Figure 5. 
The Output Window is not really a window in the technical sense. It is simply a 
device that allows a free-format output to the screen. The size of the window is decided 
by selecting the permanent screen height. The Output window occupies the remaining 
lower portion of the screen. 
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTER MODELS 
Textbook Model 
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTER MODELS 
Program 1: Textbook Model 
;;; Mode:LISP; Package:GW; 
• • • 
;;; Gold Works Knowledge Base 
;;; Dumped on 9:41pm 09-Apr-89 
;;; For registered user: PROF. GRAHAM GAL UNIVERSITY OF 
MASSACHUSETTS 
;;; File: Text.lsp 
;;; Portions of Knowledge Base saved: 
;;; (FRAME RELATION INSTANCE ASSERTION RULE) 

















































































































































































































































( (MARKET-NAME :SLOT DUMMY-MARKET NAME :WIDTH 25) 
(MARKET-POTENTIAL :SLOT DUMMY-MARKET POTENTIAL 
:WIDTH 25) 
(MARKET-PENETRATION :SLOT DUMMY-MARKET 
PENETRATION 
: WIDTH 20) 
(MARKET-SCALE :SLOT DUMMY-MARKET SCALE :WIDTH 20) 
(MARKET-INPUT .SLOT DUMMY-MARKET INPUT :WIDTH 20) 
(MARKET-REWARD :SLOT DUMMY-MARKET REWARD 
: WIDTH 15) 
(MARKET-RISK :SLOT DUMMY-MARKET RISK :WIDTH 15) 
(MARKET-EVAL :MENU MARKET-EVAL-MENU 
"Explain Market Characteristic"))) 
(CONTENTS 
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( ("Name: " MARKET-NAME " Potential: " 
MARKET-POTENTIAL) ("") 
("Penetration: " MARKET-PENETRATION 
Scale: " MARKET-SCALE) ("") 
("Input: " MARKET-INPUT " Reward: " 
MARKET-REWARD) ("") 
("Risk: " MARKET-RISK " Explain: " 
MARKET-EVAL))) 

















( (:MENU PROFILE-MENU "Develop Market Profile") 
(:MENU ADD-MARKET "Describe a market") 
(:MENU EVAL-MARKET-MENU "Evaluate Market"))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not 
be saved of type NULL 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 
( (COMPETITORS-FORM :LEFT 0 :TOP 3 :WIDTH 80 :HEIGHT 
3) 












("Select one of the following that best describes the market size.")) 
(TITLE "Size menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 










("Select one of the following that best describes the competition.")) 
(TITLE "Penetration menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 





























("Select one of the following that you wish explained.")) 
(TITLE "Explain menu") 


















("If the product is a specialization of a previously described product," 
:RETURN 
" enter the name of that product. If not, enter the word 
existing-products.")) 
(TITLE "Identify parent product") 







































: doc-string "" 
:is REGULAR-DECAFF) 





: doc-string "" 
:is TESTGEN2) 


























"Enter the name of the market you wish to profile") 
(TITLE "profile menu") 












("If the product is a generalization of a previously described product," 
:RETURN 
" enter the name of that product. If not, simply select ok.")) 
(TITLE "Identify child product") 










: doc-string "" 
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:is SET-SLOT-VALUES) 





( (#:TEST-NODE-417 DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-417 MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(# :TEST-NODE-417 NEEDS-SATISFIED 
"Needs Satisfied * 
















"Provide another, brief name for the product") 
(TITLE "Name that Product - Again!") 












: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-ASK-USER) 
(INSTRUCTIONS "This creates/edits a Product frame") 
(TITLE "Name Menu") 
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: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-CHOOSE) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"Do you wish to add a product frame or edit an existing one?") 
(TITLE "Edit/Add Menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 









(DESCRIPTION "Extra strong coffee") 
(SOURCE R&D) 























: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-CHOOSE) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"Do you wish to add a new Idea instance or edit an existing one?") 
(TITLE "Edit/Add Menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 









(DESCRIPTION "Instant coffee with brewed coffee taste") 
(SOURCE CREATIVE-THOUGHT) 













"If you are already competing in this market, select the ’yes’ button") 
(TITLE "New/Existing Market menu") 






(CONTENTS ("Are you already in this market ?")) 
) 

























( (This screen helps you to define and analyse a market"))) 















"This creates a new instance of the Competitors frame") 
(TITLE "Competitor Menu") 













"This creates a new instance of the CRITERIA frame") 
(TITLE "Name Menu") 













(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(TITLE "Obtain Competitor Information") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 




( (FGH NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(FGH MISSION "Mission: " :WIDTH 70) 
(FGH STRENGTHS "Strengths: " :WIDTH 70) 
(FGH WEAKNESSES "Weaknesses: " :WIDTH 70) 
(FGH MARKET-SHARE "Market Share: " :WIDTH 70) 











( (:MENU EXPLAIN -COM- NIENU 
"Explain company screen") 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT "Explain Mission" MISSION))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :RED) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GILAY) ;; Slot MENU could not 
be saved of type NULL 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 







(TITLE "Explain Menu") 













(STRATEGY :VALUES (SEGMENTATION PENETRATION) 
:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot STRATEGY 
could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(MARKETS rVALUES (IOP) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot MARKETS could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 





EXISTING-PRODUCT-&-MARKET)) ;; Slot SCOPE could not be saved 
of type SYMBOL 
(PRODUCTS :VALUES (SOFT-DRINKS) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot PRODUCTS could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(WEAKNESSES :VALUES (FINANCIAL-POSITION MANAGEMENT) 
:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot 
WEAKNESSES could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(STRENGTHS : VALUES (R&D MARKETING) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VTSOBS)) ;; Slot STRENGTHS could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(NAME :VALUE CBS-CO :WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) 
;; Slot NAME could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(MISSION :VALUE "To conquer the world." :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot MISSION could not be saved of 
type (VECTOR STRING-CHAR 21) 
(CRITERION1 :VALUE HIGH-TECH) ;; Slot CRITERION1 could not 
be saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION2 :VALUE CAPITAL-INTENSIVE) ;; Slot CRITERION2 
could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION3 -.VALUE HIGH-PROFIT) ;; Slot CRITERION3 could not 
be saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION4 :VALUE SHORT-TIME) ;; Slot CRITERION4 could not 
be saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION5 :VALUE UNUSED) ;; Slot CRITERION5 could not be 
























(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :WHITE) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved 
of type MENU 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 








( (" Market Advisor") ("") 
("Welcome to an interactive session with") 
(" Market Advisor. In this session you will be") 
(" guided through the process of market") 












































































("During the session, you will provide information" 
:RETURN 
"to PRODUCT MANAGER through menus of this type")) 
(TITLE "WELCOME TO PRODUCT MANAGER") 
(BORDER-COLOR :MAGENTA) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of 
type MENU ;; Slot MENU-TYPE could not be saved of type KEYWORD 














("New ideas may be generated from one or more of the following" 
:RETURN 
"sources. If you have anew idea, select the source from the list 
below")) 
(TITLE "Source menu") 

























(UNUSED SHORT-TIME HIGH-PROFIT CAPITAL-INTENSIVE 
HIGH-TECH)) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"Which of the following criteria does the idea satisfy") 
(TITLE "Evaluate idea") 










: doc-string "" 
:is CRITERIA) 








: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-CONFIRM) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"If you have new ideas for products, select the ’yes’ button") 
(TITLE "New ideas menu") 
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: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-ASK-USER) 
(INSTRUCTIONS "Provide a brief name for your new idea") 
(TITLE "Name that idea") 




















: doc-string "" 
:is CRITERIA) 































( (:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT2 "List Ideas” LISTI) 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT2 "Generate & Screen Ideas" 
GENERATE))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not 
be saved of type NULL 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 





: doc-string "" 
:is SCREEN-TEMPLATE) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("This screen helps you to generate and screen ideas for new 
products"))) 















(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(TITLE "Obtain Evaluation criteria") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
("Based on the company’s product strategy, please enter the criteria" 
.RETURN 
" by which new product ideas are to be evaluated. For instance, if " 
:RETURN 
"only capital-intensive products are generally introduced, enter " 




( (ABC-COM CRITERION 1 "Criterion 1" :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-COM CRITERION2 "Criterion 2" :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-COM CRITERION3 "Criterion 3" :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-COM CRITERION4 "Criterion 4" :WIDTH 25) 










("Select one of the following that best describes your market share.")) 
(TITLE "Market share menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 











("Select one of the following that best describes your market 
Profitability.")) 
(TITLE "Market Profitability menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 










("Select one of the following that best describes your market Stability.")) 
(TITLE "Market Stability menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 










("Select one of the following that best describes the probablity of 
losses.")) 
(TITLE "Market Risk menu") 


































(D-SLOT :VALUE FINISH) ;; Slot D-SLOT could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(POTENTIAL :VALUE POOR : WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot POTENTIAL could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(PENETRATION :VALUE DIFFICULT :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot PENETRATION could not be saved 
of type SYMBOL 
(SCALE :VALUE UNCLEAR) ;; Slot SCALE could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(INPUT :VALUE UNCLEAR) ;; Slot INPUT could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(REWARD :VALUE UNCLEAR) ;; Slot REWARD could not be saved 
of type SYMBOL 
(RISK rVALUE HIGH :WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) 
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;; Slot RISK could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(NAME :VALUE IOP :WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) 




: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-ASK-USER) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"This evaluates an instance of the markets frame") 
(TITLE "Evaluate Menu") 













(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(TITLE "Obtain Market Information") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 




( (HOT-BEVERAGE NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(HOT-BEVERAGE COMPETITORS "Competitors : " :WIDTH 
25) 
(HOT-BEVERAGE DOLLAR-SALES "Sales in Dollars : " 
: WIDTH 20) 
(HOT-BEVERAGE INVESTMENT 
"Investment in dollars : " :WIDTH 20) 
(HOT-BEVERAGE MARKET-NEEDS "Market Needs : " 
:WIDTH 40) 
(HOT-BEVERAGE CUMULATIVE-SALES-VOLUME 
"Cumulative Sales Volume : ") 








"Do you wish to add a new market instance or edit an existing one?") 
(TITLE "Edit/Add Menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 







(INSTRUCTIONS "Enter the name of the market") 
(TITLE "Describe Market Menu") 













(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :CYAN) 
(TITLE "Idea Menu") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 




( (ASD NAME "Name: ") 
(ASD DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(ASD MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(ASD CRITERIA-SATISFIED "Criteria Satisfied: ") 
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(ASD SOURCE "Source: ") 
(ASD NEEDS-SATISFIED "Needs Satisfied : ") 





















: doc-string "" 
:is DECAFFEINATED) 
(DESCRIPTION "Eliminates caffeine") 






: doc-string "" 
:is CAFFEINATED) 
































("If the brand is a specialization of a previously described product," 
:RETURN " enter the name of that product. ")) 
(TITLE "Identify parent product") 












(INSTRUCTIONS "This creates/edits a Brand frame") 
(TITLE "Brand Name Menu") 











: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-CHOOSE) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"Do you wish to add a Brand frame or edit an existing one?") 
(TITLE "Edit/Add Menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 











( (:MENU ADD-PRODUCT "Describe a Product") 
(:MENU ADD-BRAND "Describe a Brand") 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT2 "List Ideas" LISTI) 
(:MENU ADD-IDEA "Generate & Screen Ideas"))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not 
be saved of type NULL 
fSCRFFN-TFMPT ATFS 













( (#:TEST-NODE-545 DESCRIPTION ’Description: ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 NEEDS-SATISFIED 
"NpprU 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 ATTRIBUTES "brand Attributes: ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 DIMENSIONS 
"Dimensions (only two): ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 DIMENSION1 "Dimension one: ") 


























("Select one of the following that best describes the market Growth 
Rate.")) 
(TITLE "Growth Rate menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 













(NEEDS-SATISFIED ECONOMY STRENGTH) 
(ATTRIBUTES NIL) 
) 
(DEFINE-IN STAN CE MARKETER 
(:print-name "MARKETER" 


















( ("Options " 
( (:MENU ADD-COMPETITOR "Describe a competitor"))) 
("Explain" 
( (:MENU EXPLAIN-COM-MENU 
"Explain company screen") 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT "Explain Mission" MISSION))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :RED) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not 
be saved of type MENU 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 
( (COMPANY-FORM :LEFT 0 :TOP 2 :WIDTH 80 :HEIGHT 15))) 
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(PARENT-SCREEN-CONTROL MARKETER) ;; Slot TEXT-PRIMS 










( (:MENU EXPLAIN-RECO-MENU 
"Explain Recommendation screen") 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT "Explain Reco" RECO))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :RED) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not 
be saved of type NULL 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 





: doc-string "" 
:is SCREEN-TEMPLATE) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("This screen reviews the market model you developed in the earlier 
screens."))) 














( (COMPANY-NAME :SLOT ABC-COM NAME :WIDTH 25) 
(COMPANY-MISSION :SLOT ABC-COM MISSION :WIDTH 70) 
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(COMPANY-STRENGTHS :SLOT ABC-COM STRENGTHS 
:WIDTH 
70) 
(COMPANY-WEAKNESSES :SLOT ABC-COM WEAKNESSES 
:WIDTH 70) 
(COMPANY-PRODUCTS :SLOT ABC-COM PRODUCTS :WIDTH 
70) 
(COMPANY-MARKET :SLOT ABC-COM MARKETS : WIDTH 70) 
(COMPANY-SCOPE :MENU PMS-MENU 
"Product-Market Scope") 
(COMPANY-STRATEGY :SLOT ABC-COM STRATEGY :WIDTH 
70) 
(COMPANY-CRITERIA :MENU CRITERIA-MENU 
"Product Criteria"))) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("Name: " COMPANY-NAME) ("") 
("Mission: " COMPANY-MISSION) ("") 
("Strengths: " COMPANY-STRENGTHS) ("") 
("Weaknesses: " COMPANY-WEAKNESSES) ("") 
("Products: " COMPANY-PRODUCTS) ("") 
("Markets: " COMPANY-MARKET) ("") 
("Scope: " COMPANY-SCOPE) ("") 
("Strategy: " COMPANY-STRATEGY) ("") 
("Criteria: " COMPANY-CRITERIA))) 
(TITLE "* Company Background *") 
(TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) 
(BORDER-COLOR BLUE) 


















"Which of the following Product/Market combinations are acceptable?”) 
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(TITLE "Establish Scope") 
(BORDER-COLOR :GREEN) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
MENU ;; Slot MENU-TYPE could not be saved of type KEYWORD 
(MAX-WIDTH 80) 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) ;; Slot LAST-ANSWER could not be saved of type 





















(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE EXIST-PRODUCT/RELATED-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 










(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY ?S) 
THEN 
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(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-STRATEGY-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The strategies for opportunity identification, compatible " 
: RETURN 
"with the firm’s product/market scope, are specified in the " 
rRETURN 
"strategy slot. For example, Penetration is the strategy for " 
: RETURN 
" promoting existing products in the existing markets.")) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 










(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH VIJLNERABILITY VULNERABLE) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH DESIRABLE-CHARACTERISTICS PENETRABLE) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 










(INSTANCE MARKET-EVAL-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ?S) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 
WITH ?S ?V -> ?R) 
THEN 















(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-VULNERABILITY IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT VULNERABILITY 










(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH MARKET-SIZE SMALL 
WITH GROWTH-RATE NEGATIVE) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH DESIRABLE-CHARACTERISTICS POOR-POTENTIAL) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 











(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH VULNERABILITY INVULNERABLE) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH DESIRABLE-CHARACTERISTICS IMPENETRABLE) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 










(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH MARKET-SIZE LARGE 
WITH GROWTH-RATE HIGH) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH DESIRABLE-CHARACTERISTICS GOOD-POTENTIAL) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 










(INSTANCE BRAND-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH ANSWER FINISH) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE BRAND-NAME-MENU) 
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rRETURN "market and your business mission.") 
WITH CLEAR-BEFORE-NEW-DISPLAY :YES) 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-COM-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 










(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE NEXT-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH CONTENTS ("Any new ideas?") 










(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
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WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-STABLE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (UNSTABLE STABLE) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT STABILITY 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-PROFITABILITY 
(:print-name "PRINT-PROFIT' 




: explanation-string "" 
:priority 0 
rsponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-PROFIT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (LOW MEDIUM HIGH) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT PROFITS 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-SIZE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT MARKET-SIZE 











(INSTANCE NEXT-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 










(INSTANCE ADD-COMPETITOR IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 










(INSTANCE ADD-COMPETITOR IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE COMPETITOR-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?N NAME "Namei " iWIDTH 25) 
(?N MISSION "Mission! " iWIDTH 70) 
(?N STRENGTHS "Strengthsi " iWIDTH 70) 
(?N WEAKNESSES "Weaknesses: " iWIDTH 70) 
(?N MARKET-SHARE "Market Share: " iWIDTH 70) 
(?N PRODUCTS "Products: " iWIDTH 70)) 
WITH MAX-WIDTH 80 








: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 0 
isponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE MARKETER IS SCREEN-CONTROL 
WITH STATUS STARTED) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKETER IS SCREEN-CONTROL 
WITH STATUS : RUNNING 
WITH NEW-SCREEN WELCOME-SCREEN)) 
(DEFINE-RULE START-SHOW 
(:print-name "START-SHOW" 



















(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 
WITH D-SLOT MISSION) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-MISSION-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The mission of a firm is usually a brief, descriptive statement " 
•.RETURN 
"that captures the essense of the firm’s raison d’etre." 
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:RETURN 
" For example, Producing high quality electronics products for " 
:RETURN " the discriminating user.")) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 












(INSTANCE WELCOME-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH CONTENTS 
("Do you plan to analyse a new case?") 










(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
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WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 




: dependency NIL 
direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-MARKET-MENU 
(:print-name "PRINT-MARKET-MENU" 




: explanation-string "" 
rpriority 970 
rsponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?N NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N COMPETITORS "Competitors : " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N DOLLAR-SALES "Sales in Dollars : " :WIDTH 20) 
(?N INVESTMENT "Investment in dollars : " :WIDTH 20) 
(?N MARKET-NEEDS "Market Needs : " :WIDTH 40) 
(?N CUMULATIVE-SALES-VOLUME 
"Cumulative Sales Volume : ") 
(?N PRODUCTS "Products in market : ")) 
WITH MAX-WIDTH 80 











(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PROBABLE-LOSS IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (LOW MEDIUM HIGH) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 







: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 80 
isponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE IDEA-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?I NAME "Name: ") (?I DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(?I MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(?I CRITERIA-SATISFIED "Criteria Satisfied: ") 
(?I SOURCE "Source: ") 
(?I NEEDS-SATISFIED "Needs Satisfied : ") 
(?I SCREENED "Successful Screen : ")) 












" criteria of the firm and is a candidate for new product development"))) 
(DEFINE-RULE EXPLAIN-CO 
(:print-name "EXPLAIN-CO" 
: doc-string "" 
:dependency NIL 
idirection :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-COM-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH ANSWER :YES) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-CO-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The company screen is used to develop a model" 
:RETURN 
"of the company you are analysing. We hope that this session will " 
:RETURN 
"enable you to iteratively develop a clear idea of both your" 
:RETURN "market and your business mission.") 
WITH CLEAR-BEFORE-NEW-DISPLAY :YES) 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-COM-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 










(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE NEXT-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH CONTENTS ("Any new ideas?") 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE CREATE-NEW-IDEA 
(:print-name "CREATE-NEW-IDEA" 








(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-STABLE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (UNSTABLE STABLE) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT STABILITY 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-PROFITABILITY 
(:print-name "PRINT-PROFIT’ 
: doc-string "" 
dependency NIL 
direction :FORWARD 
: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 0 
•.sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-PROFIT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (LOW MEDIUM HIGH) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT PROFITS 
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WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-SIZE 
(:print-name "PRINT-SIZE" 
: doc-string "" 
:dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 
: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 0 
rsponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-SIZE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT MARKET-SIZE 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE RESET-IDEA 
(:print-name "RESET-IDEA" 







(INSTANCE NEXT-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 










(INSTANCE ADD-COMPETITOR IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 











(INSTANCE ADD-COMPETITOR IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE COMPETITOR-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?N NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N MISSION "Mission: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N STRENGTHS "Strengths: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N WEAKNESSES "Weaknesses: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N MARKET-SHARE "Market Share: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N PRODUCTS "Products: " :WIDTH 70)) 
WITH MAX-WIDTH 80 







: explanation-string "" 
priority 0 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE MARKETER IS SCREEN-CONTROL 
WITH STATUS :STARTED) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKETER IS SCREEN-CONTROL 
WITH STATUS :RUNNING 



















: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 0 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 
WITH D-SLOT MISSION) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-MISSION-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The mission of a firm is usually a brief, descriptive statement " 
:RETURN 
"that captures the essense of the firm’s raison d’etre." 
:RETURN 
" For example, Producing high quality electronics products for " 
:RETURN " the discriminating user.")) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 












(INSTANCE WELCOME-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH CONTENTS 
("Do you plan to analyse a new case?") 





: dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 
WITH NAME ?N» 
(DEFINE-RULE CREATE-MARKET 
(:print-name "CREATE-MARKET' 
: doc-string "" 






(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 






: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 0 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 







: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 970 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?N NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N COMPETITORS "Competitors : " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N DOLLAR-SALES "Sales in Dollars : " :WIDTH 20) 
(?N INVESTMENT "Investment in dollars : " :WIDTH 20) 
(?N MARKET-NEEDS "Market Needs : " :WIDTH 40) 
(?N CUMULATIVE-SALES-VOLUME 
"Cumulative Sales Volume : ") 
(?N PRODUCTS "Products in market : ")) 
WITH MAX-WIDTH 80 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-LOSS-PROBABILITY 
(:print-name "PRINT-LOSS" 







(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PROBABLE-LOSS IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (LOW MEDIUM HIGH) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 











(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE IDEA-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?I NAME "Name: ") (?I DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(?I MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(?I CRITERIA-SATISFIED "Criteria Satisfied: ") 
(?I SOURCE "Source: ") 
(?I NEEDS-SATISFIED "Needs Satisfied : ") 
(?I SCREENED "Successful Screen : ")) 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-SOURCES 
(:print-name "PRINT-SOURCES" 
: doc-string "" 
dependency NIL 
direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE IDEA-SOURCE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS 
(EMPLOYEE CUSTOMER R&D MARKET-RESEARCH 
CREATIVE-THOUGHT 
COMPETITOR) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 










(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH CRITERION 1 ?C1 
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WITH CRITERION2 ?C2 
WITH CRITERION3 ?C3 
WITH CRITERION4 ?C4 
WITH CRITERION5 ?C5) 
(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EVALUATE-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE-SEVERAL 
WITH CONTENTS (?C1 ?C2 ?C3 ?C4 ?C5) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH GO :YES) 
(EVALUATE 








: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 120 
•.sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?P) (INSTANCE ?I IS ?P) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-INSTANCE-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 










(INSTANCE PRODUCT-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH ANSWER FINISH) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE 




(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PRODUCT-INSTANCE-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PRODUCT-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-PRODUCT) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 





: dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 
: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
rpriority 125 
rsponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-BRAND IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE BRAND-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 










(INSTANCE PRODUCT-INSTANCE-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?I DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(?I MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(?I NEEDS-SATISFIED "Needs Satisfied : ") 
(?I ATTRIBUTES "Product Attributes: ")) 
WITH ANSWER FINISH 
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: explanation-string "" 
:priority 124 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-BRAND IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER EDIT) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE BRAND-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH CONTENTS ("Enter the name of the Brand ") 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-EXIST 
(:print-name "PRINT-EXIST’ 







(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-EXIST IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE GROWTH-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
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HIGH) 
WITH CONTENTS (NEGATIVE ERRATIC LOW MEDIUM 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT GROWTH-RATE 






: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 0 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-SHARE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (LOW MEDIUM HIGH) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT MARKET-SHARE 










(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH MARKET-SIZE MEDIUM 
WITH GROWTH-RATE MEDIUM) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH DESIRABLE-CHARACTERISTICS FAIR-POTENTIAL) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 
WITH POTENTIAL FAIR)) 
(DEFINE-RULE EVAL-MARKET-RISK 
(iprint-name "EVAL-MARKET-RISK" 





: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 90 
isponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(OR 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH STABILITY UNSTABLE) 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH PROBABLE-LOSSES HIGH)) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH DESIRABLE-CHARACTERISTICS HIGH-RISK) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 
WITH RISK HIGH) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 










(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE D-SLOT)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE POTENTIAL)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) (QUOTE 
RISK)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE INPUT)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE REWARD)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE SCALE)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
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(QUOTE PENETRATION)))) 
(DEFINE-RULE CRE ATE-PRODUCT-INSTANCE 
(:print-name "CREATE-PRODUCT-INSTANCE" 
: doc-string "" 
:dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 
: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 124 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?P) 
(INSTANCE ADD-PRODUCT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE 
(EVALUATE (GENSYM)) IS ?P)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY 1 




: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 5 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE EXISTING-PRODUCT-&-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY PENETRATION)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY3 




: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 5 
rsponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE EXIST-PRODUCT/new-MARKET) 
THEN 
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(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY market-development)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY4 








(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE related-PRODUCT/exist-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY replacement/product-extension)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY5 
(:print-name "Strategy 5" 
:doc-string "" 






(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE related-PRODUCT/related-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY differentiation)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY6 








(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE related-PRODUCT/new-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY market-extension)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY7 
(:print-name "Strategy 7" 
: doc-string "" 
:dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE new-PRODUCT/exist-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY lateral-diversification)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY8 





: explanation-string "" 
:priority 5 
rsponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE new-PRODUCT/new-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY conglomerate-diversification)) 
AZ 
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTER MODELS 
Expert Model 
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PROGRAM 2: EXPERT MODEL 
;;; Mode:LISP; Package:GW; 
;;; GoldWorks Knowledge Base 
;;; Dumped on 11:55pm 22-Jul-89 
;;; For registered user: GRAHAM GAL UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
;;; Portions of Knowledge Base saved: 
















































































































































: doc-string "" 

















































































(POWER :VALUES (POWERFUL) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot POWER could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(TYPE :VALUES (CORPORATIONS) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot TYPE could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
)) 



















: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-ASK-USER) 
(INSTRUCTIONS "Enter the name of the market") 
(TITLE "Describe Market Menu") 












(INSTRUCTIONS "Enter the name of the market") 
(TITLE "Describe Market Menu") 














("If the segment is a specialization of a previously described market," 
:RETURN " enter the name of that market. ")) 
(TITLE "Identify parent market") 













( (MARKET-NAME :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET NAME :WIDTH 25) 
(MARKET-SIZE :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET MARKET-SIZE 
:WIDTH 25) 
(MARKET-ATTRIB :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET 
DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE :WIDTH 20) 
(MARKET-RATE :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET GROWTH-RATE 
: WIDTH 20) 
(MARKET-EVAL :MENU MARKET-EVAL-MENU 
"Explain Market Characteristic"))) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("Name: " MARKET-NAME " Size: " MARKET-SIZE) 
D 
("Attribute: " MARKET-ATTRIB " Growth Rate: " 
MARKET-RATE) ("") 
("Explain characteristics: " MARKET-EVAL))) 
















(MARKET-SIZE :VALUE SMALL) ;; Slot MARKET-SIZE could not be 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(GROWTH-RATE :VALUE LOW) ;; Slot GROWTH-RATE could not be 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(MARKET-SHARE :VALUE LOW :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN: :UPD ATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot MARKET-SHARE could not be saved 
of type SYMBOL 
(NAME :VALUE GASKETTING :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot NAME could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(DOLLAR-SALES :VALUE $500M :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot DOLLAR-SALES could not be saved 
of type SYMBOL 
(OPPORTUNITIES :VALUES (LAGGARD)) ;; Slot OPPORTUNITIES 
could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(THREATS :VALUES (LAGGARD)) ;; Slot THREATS could not be saved 
of type SYMBOL 
(DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE :VALUE FUNCTIONALITY) ;; Slot 
DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(MARKET-NEEDS :VALUE NON-ASBESTOS) ;; Slot MARKET-NEEDS 
could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(PRODUCTS :VALUE GASKETS :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot PRODUCTS could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(TRENDS :VALUE 
"Goverment regulations against use of asbestos" 
:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot TRENDS could 
not be saved of type (VECTOR STRING-CHAR 45) 
(LIFE-CYCLE :VALUE MATURE :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot LIFE-CYCLE could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(DEFINITION :VALUE 
"To produce high quality gasketting materials" 
:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot DEFINITION 














: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-CONFIRM) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"The second task is market definition. Switch to the markets screen.") 
(TITLE "Market Definition") 












("The first task is current position evaluation. Use the " 
:RETURN 
"screens to enter a description of your company, competition," 
:RETURN 
"products, customers, and current market. Finally, switch to " 
:RETURN 
"the recommendations screen to obtain a current position profile.")) 
(TITLE "Current Position") 







("Are you ready to describe your current position?")) 
) 
(DEFINE-INSTANCE TASK-MENU 
(:print-name "TASK MENU" 





("Select one of the following tasks, if the previous one is complete.")) 
(TITLE "Task menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 
(CONTENTS 









( (SESSION-DATE :SLOT DUMMY-AGENDA DATE :WIDTH 25))) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("Session Date: " SESSION-DATE) ("") 
("Opportunity identification is carried out by performing a sequence ") 
("of tasks. These tasks are to be carried out in the order in which ") 
("they appear. To begin, select the options menu item. A menu will") 
("list the tasks to be accomplished. After a task is completed, ") 
(" return to this menu and select the next task."))) 

















( ("Options" ( (:MENU TASK-MENU "Select next task"))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be 
saved of type NULL 
fSCRFFN-TFMPT ATFS 



























("Select one of the following that describes the cost relative to your 
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products.")) 
(TITLE "Cost menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 
(CONTENTS (WORSE EQUAL BETTER)) 
) 
(DEFINE-INSTANCE COMP2-MENU 







("Select one of the following that describes the functionality relative to your 
products.")) 
(TITLE "Functionality menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 







(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(TITLE "Obtain Competitor Information") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 




( (SOME-CO NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(SOME-CO MISSION "Mission: " :WIDTH 70) 
(SOME-CO STRENGTHS "Strengths: " :WIDTH 70) 
(SOME-CO WEAKNESSES "Weaknesses: " :WIDTH 70) 








( (COMPANY-NAME :SLOT ABC-COM NAME :WIDTH 25) 
(COMPANY-MISSION :SLOT ABC-COM MISSION :WIDTH 70) 
(COMPANY-STRENGTHS :SLOT ABC-COM STRENGTHS :WIDTH 
70) 
(COMPANY-WEAKNESSES :SLOT ABC-COM WEAKNESSES 
: WIDTH 70) 
(COMPANY-MARKET :SLOT ABC-COM MARKETS :WIDTH 70) 
(COMPANY-SCOPE :MENU PMS-MENU 
"Product-Market Scope") 
(COMPANY-STRATEGY :SLOT ABC-COM 
CORPORATE-STRATEGY 
: WIDTH 70) 
(COMPANY-CRITERIA :MENU CRITERIA-MENU 
"Product Criteria"))) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("Name: " COMPANY-NAME) ("") 
("Mission: " COMPANY-MISSION) ("") 
("Strengths: " COMPANY-STRENGTHS) ("") 
("Weaknesses: " COMPANY-WEAKNESSES) ("") 
("Markets: " COMPANY-MARKET) ("") 
("Scope: " COMPANY-SCOPE) ("") 
("Corporate Strategy: " COMPANY-STRATEGY) ("") 
("Criteria: " COMPANY-CRITERIA))) 














(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
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(TITLE "Obtain Evaluation criteria") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
("Based on the sbu’s product strategy, please enter the criteria" 
:RETURN 
" by which new product ideas are to be evaluated. For instance, if " 
:RETURN 
"only capital-intensive products are generally introduced, enter " 




( (ABC-SUB CRITERION1 "Criterion 1" :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-SUB CRITERION2 "Criterion 2” :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-SUB CRITERION3 "Criterion 3" :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-SUB CRITERION4 "Criterion 4" :WIDTH 25) 









( ("Options " 
( (:MENU ADD-COMPETITOR "Describe a competitor"))) 
("Explain" 
( (:MENU EXPLAIN-COM-MENU 
"Explain company screen") 
(:MENU NAME-STRATEGY 
"Explain company strategy") 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT "Explain Mission" MISSION))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :RED) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be 
saved of type NULL 
CSGRFFN-TFMPI ATFS 
( (COMPANY-FORM :LEFT 0 :TOP 2 :WIDTH 80 :HEIGHT 8) 










(CRITERION5 :VALUE UNUSED) 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION4 : VALUE UNUSED) 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION3 :VALUE UNUSED) 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION2 :VALUE UNUSED) 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION 1 :VALUE UNUSED) 
Slot CRITERION5 could not be 
Slot CRITERION4 could not be 
Slot CRITERION3 could not be 
Slot CRITERION2 could not be 
Slot CRITERION! could not be 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(MARKETS '.VALUES (OEM) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot MARKETS could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(LOCATION :VALUE CONNECTICUT :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot LOCATION could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(NAME :VALUE COMPOSITE-MATERIALS :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot NAME could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(GOALS :VALUES ("To double sales in one year") 
:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot GOALS could 
not be saved of type (VECTOR STRING-CHAR 27) 
(STRATEGY :VALUES (NICHE) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot STRATEGY could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(PROCESS :VALUE BEATER-ADD :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot PROCESS could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(POTENTIAL-MARKETS :VALUES (MRO MARKETS TOP-FRAME)) ;; 
Slot POTENTIAL-MARKETS could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(ADVANTAGES :VALUES (FUNCTIONALITY) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot ADVANTAGES could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(OPPORTUNITIES :VALUES ("moving to non-asbestos") 
:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot 
























"Which of the following Product/Market combinations are acceptable?") 
(TITLE "Establish Scope") 



































(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(TITLE "Obtain Evaluation criteria") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
("Based on the company’s product strategy, please enter the criteria" 
:RETURN 
" by which new product ideas are to be evaluated. For instance, if " 
:RETURN 
"only capital-intensive products are generally introduced, enter " 




( (ABC-COM CRITERION 1 "Criterion 1" :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-COM CRITERION2 "Criterion 2" :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-COM CRITERION3 "Criterion 3" :WIDTH 25) 
(ABC-COM CRITERION4 "Criterion 4" :WIDTH 25) 























(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :WHITE) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of 
type MENU 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 























(CORPORATE-STRATEGY :VALUE DIFFERENTIATION 
:WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot CORPORATE-STRATEGY could not 
be saved of type SYMBOL 
(MARKETS :VALUES (OEM THERMAL-BOARDS SHOE-ACCESSORIES) 
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:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot MARKETS could 





EXISTING-PRODUCT-&-MARKET)) ;; Slot SCOPE could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(WEAKNESSES : VALUES (FINANCIAL-POSITION MANAGEMENT) 
:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VTSOBS)) ;; Slot WEAKNESSES 
could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(STRENGTHS : VALUES (R&D MARKETING) :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot STRENGTHS could not be saved of 
type SYMBOL 
(NAME :VALUE GASKETALL :WHEN-MODIFIED 
(SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot NAME could not be saved of type 
SYMBOL 
(MISSION :VALUE 
'To operate successfully in 3 markets - footwear, gasketting, and thermal 
insulation." 
:WHEN-MODIFIED (SCRN::UPDATE-VISOBS)) ;; Slot MISSION could 
not be saved of type (VECTOR STRING-CHAR 84) 
(CRITERION 1 :VALUE HIGH-TECH) ;; Slot CRITERION1 could not be 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION2 :VALUE EXISTING-PROCESS) ;; Slot CRITERION2 could 
not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION3 :VALUE HIGH-PROFIT) ;; Slot CRITERION3 could not be 
saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION4 :VALUE SUBSTANTIAL-NICHE) ;; Slot CRITERION4 
could not be saved of type SYMBOL 
(CRITERION5 :VALUE UNUSED) ;; Slot CRITERION5 could not be 






(TITLE "Explain Menu") 







("Do you want an explanation for the company screen?")) 
(DEFINE-INSTANCE COMPANY-SCREEN 
(:print-name "COMPANY-SCREEN" 






( (:MENU EXPLAIN-COM-MENU 
"Explain company screen") 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT "Explain Mission" MISSION))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :RED) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be 
saved of type NULL 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 








"This creates a new instance of the Competitors frame") 
(TITLE "Competitor Menu") 










: doc-string "" 
:is SCREEN-TEMPLATE) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("This screen helps you to define and analyse a market"))) 
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(TITLE "* Market Definition and Evaluation*") 
(TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 














( (:MENU EXPLAIN-RECO-MENU 
"Explain Recommendation screen") 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT "Explain Reco" RECO))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :RED) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be 
saved of type MENU 
(SCRFFN-TFMPT ATFS 
( (RECO-FORM :LEFT 0 :TOP 2 :WIDTH 80 :HEIGHT 15))) 
(PARENT-SCREEN-CONTROL MARKETER) ;; Slot TEXT-PRIMS could 
not be saved of type CONS 
) 
(DEFINE-INSTANCE TEST-FORM 




( (" Market Advisor") ("") 
("Welcome to an interactive session with") 
("Market Advisor. In this session, you ") 
("will be guided through the process of") 

















"This provides an explanation of the strategy selected") 
(TITLE "Explain Menu") 


















( (SBU-NAME :SLOT ABC-SUB NAME :WIDTH 25) 
(SBU-GOALS :SLOT ABC-SUB GOALS :WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-PROCESS :SLOT ABC-SUB PROCESS :WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-LOCATION :SLOT ABC-SUB LOCATION :WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-PRODUCTS :SLOT ABC-SUB PRODUCTS :WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-MARKET :SLOT ABC-SUB MARKETS :WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-ADVANTAGES :SLOT ABC-SUB ADVANTAGES :WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-DISADVANTAGES :SLOT ABC-SUB DISADVANTAGES 
: WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-STRATEGY :SLOT ABC-SUB STRATEGY :WIDTH 70) 
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(SBU-CRITERIA :MENU SBU-CRITERIA-MENU 
"Product Criteria"))) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("Name: " SBU-NAME) ("") ("Goals: " SBU-GOALS) 
("") ("Process: " SBU-PROCESS) ("") 
("Location: " SBU-LOCATION) ("") 
("Products: " SBU-PRODUCTS) ("") 
("Markets: " SBU-MARKET) ("") 
("Process Advantages: " SBU-AD VANTAGES) ("") 
("Process Disadvantages: " SBU-DISADVANTAGES) 
("") ("Strategy: " SBU-STRATEGY) ("") 
("Criteria: " SBU-CRITERIA))) 











: doc-string "" 
as POPUP-ASK-USER) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"This evaluates an instance of the markets frame") 
(TITLE "Evaluate Menu") 













"Do you wish to add a new market instance or edit an existing one?") 
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(TITLE "Edit/Add Menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 







(INSTRUCTIONS "Enter the name of the market") 
(TITLE "Describe Market Menu") 
















("Select one of the following that best describes the market Growth 
Rate.")) 
(TITLE "Growth Rate menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 


















("Select one of the following that best describes your market share.")) 
(TITLE "Market share menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 









("Select one of the following that best describes the market’s status as 
regards opportunities.")) 
(TITLE "Market Opportunity menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 









("Select one of the following that best describes the market’s status as 
regards threats.")) 
(TITLE "Market Opportunity menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
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(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 










("Select one of the following that best describes the market size.")) 
(TITLE "Size menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 








("Select one of the following that you wish explained.")) 
(TITLE "Explain menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 
























("Select one of the following that best describes the dominant attribute in 
this market.")) 
(TITLE "Penetration menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 









("Are you currently operating in this market.")) 
(TITLE "Existing market menu") 















("Select one of the following that best describes the status of the market as 
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regards opportunities.")) 
(TITLE "Opportunity menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 










("Select one of the following that best describes the status as regards 
threats in this market.")) 
(TITLE "Threats menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 







(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR -.CYAN) 
(TITLE "Idea Menu") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 




( (ASD NAME "Name: ") 
(ASD DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(ASD MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(ASD CRITERIA-SATISFIED "Criteria Satisfied: ") 
(ASD SOURCE "Source: ") 
(ASD NEEDS-SATISFIED "Needs Satisfied : ") 
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("If the brand is a specialization of a previously described product," 
:RETURN " enter the name of that product. ")) 
(TITLE "Identify parent product") 











(INSTRUCTIONS "This creates/edits a Brand frame") 
(TITLE "Brand Name Menu") 











: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-CHOOSE) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"Do you wish to add a Brand frame or edit an existing one?") 
(TITLE "Edit/Add Menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 





: doc-string "" 
:is SET-SLOT-VALUES) 





( (#:TEST-NODE-545 DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 NEEDS-SATISFIED 
-Needs Satisfied * 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 ATTRIBUTES "brand Attributes: ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 DIMENSIONS 
"Dimensions (only two): ") 
(#:TEST-NODE-545 DIMENSION1 "Dimension one: ”) 






























("New ideas may be generated from one or more of the following" 
:RETURN 
"sources. If you have anew idea, select the source from the list below")) 
(TITLE "Source menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 
(CONTENTS 










(UNUSED SHORT-TIME HIGH-PROFIT CAPITAL-INTENSIVE 
HIGH-TECH)) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"Which of the following criteria does the idea satisfy") 
(TITLE "Evaluate idea") 











: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-CONFIRM) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"If you have new ideas for products, select the ’yes’ button") 
(TITLE "New ideas menu") 











(INSTRUCTIONS "Provide a brief name for your new idea") 
(TITLE "Name that idea") 
















( (:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT2 "List Ideas" LISTI) 
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(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT2 "Generate & Screen Ideas" 
GENERATE))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be 
saved of type NULL 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 





: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-ASK-USER) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
("If the product is a specialization of a previously described product," 
:RETURN 
" enter the name of that product. If not, enter the word 
existing-products.")) 
(TITLE "Identify parent product") 









: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-ASK-USER) 
(ANSWER #:TEST-NODE-545) 

























( ("This screen helps you to generate and screen ideas for new products"))) 














("If the product is a generalization of a previously described product," 
:RETURN 
" enter the name of that product. If not, simply select ok.")) 
(TITLE "Identify child product") 





(CONTENTS ("Enter name for the Product")) 
) 
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(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(TITLE "Obtain Market Information") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 




( (#:TEST-NODE-508 NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 MAJOR-COMPETITORS 
"Major Competitors: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 DOLLAR-SALES "Sales in dollars: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 MARKET-NEEDS "Market Needs: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 PRODUCTS "Products: " :WIDTH 25) 
(# :TEST-NODE-508 MARKET-SIZE "Market Size: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 GROWTH-RATE "Growth Rate: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 MARKET-SHARE "Market Share: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 EXISTING "Existing Market: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 OPPORTUNITIES 
"Sensitivity to opportunity: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 THREATS 
"Sensitivity to threats: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE 










( (:MENU PROFILE-MENU "Develop Market Profile") 
(:MENU PARENT-MARKET-MENU "Segment market") 
(:MENU ADD-MARKET "Describe a market") 





















"Do you wish to add a new Idea instance or edit an existing one?") 
(TITLE "Edit/Add Menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
NULL 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 
















: doc-string "" 
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:is POPUP-ASK-USER) 










(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type NULL 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(TITLE "Obtain Market Information") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 




( (#:TEST-NODE-508 NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 MAJOR-COMPETITORS 
"Major Competitors: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 DOLLAR-SALES "Sales in dollars: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 MARKET-NEEDS "Market Needs: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 PRODUCTS "Products: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 MARKET-SIZE "Market Size: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 GROWTH-RATE "Growth Rate: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 MARKET-SHARE "Market Share: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 EXISTING "Existing Market: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 OPPORTUNITIES 
"Sensitivity to opportunity: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 THREATS 
"Sensitivity to threats: " :WIDTH 25) 
(#:TEST-NODE-508 DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE 











( (:MENU PROFILE-MENU "Develop Market Profile") 
(:MENU PARENT-MARKET-MENU "Segment market") 
(:MENU ADD-MARKET "Describe a market") 
(:MENU EVAL-MARKET-MENU "Evaluate Market"))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be 
saved of type NULL 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 
( (COMPETITORS-FORM :LEFT 0 :TOP 3 :WIDTH 80 :HEIGHT 
3) 











( (:MENU ADD-PRODUCT "Describe a Product") 
(:MENU PRODUCT-PROFILE-MENU 
"Profile a product") 
(:MENU ADD-BRAND "Describe a Brand") 
(:SLOT DUMMY D-SLOT2 "List Ideas" LISTI) 
(:MENU ADD-IDEA "Generate & Screen Ideas"))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be 
saved of type NULL 
fSCRFFN-TFMPT ATFS 






: doc-string "" 
:is POPUP-ASK-USER) 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
"Enter the name of the market you wish to profile") 
(TITLE "profile menu") 












"Enter the name of the product you wish to profile") 
(TITLE "profile menu") 






























: doc-string "" 
:is SCREEN-CONTROL) 
(SCREEN-LAYOUTS 
(WELCOME-SCREEN TASK-SCREEN ORGANIZATIONS-SCREEN 















( (:MENU ADD-CUSTOMER-MENU "Describe a customer"))))) 
(MENU-BAR-BORDER-COLOR :RED) 
(MENU-BAR-TEXT-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be 
saved of type MENU 
(SCREEN-TEMPLATES 
( (CUSTOMER-FORM :LEFT 0 :TOP 2 :WIDTH 80 :HEIGHT 15))) 
(PARENT-SCREEN-CONTROL MARKETER) ;; Slot TEXT-PRIMS could 
not be saved of type CONS 
) 






( (CUST-POWER MENU POWER-MENU "Select Power") 
(CUST-POWER2 :SLOT CURRENT-CUSTOMER POWER :WIDTH 
30) 
(CUST-TYPE MENU CUST-TYPE-MENU "Select Type") 
(CUST-TYPE2 :SLOT CURRENT-CUSTOMER TYPE :W1DTH 30) 
(CUST-NEEDS :SLOT CURRENT-CUSTOMER NEEDS :WIDTH 70) 
(MARKET-NAMES :SLOT CURRENT-CUSTOMER MARKETS 
:WIDTH 25) 
(PRODUCT-NAMES :SLOT CURRENT-CUSTOMER PRODUCTS 
:WIDTH 25))) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("Customer Power: " CUST-POWER " Power: " 
CUST-POWER2) ("") 
("Customer-type: " CUST-TYPE " Type: " 
CUST-TYPE2) ("") 
("General needs: " CUST-NEEDS) (”") 
("Markets: " MARKET-NAMES " Products: " 
PRODUCT-NAMES) (""))) 














(INSTRUCTIONS "Enter the name of the customer") 
(TITLE "Describe Customer Menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :LIGHT-GRAY) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of 





(CONTENTS ("What is the name of the customer?")) ;; Slot EDIT-TEXT 





: doc-string "" 
:is SET-SLOT-VALUES) 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 
(MAX-WIDTH 80) ;; Slot WARP-TO could not be saved of type TEXT 
Slot MENU-TYPE could not be saved of type KEYWORD ;; Slot MENU 
could not be saved of type MENU 
(BORDER-COLOR :BLUE) 
(TITLE "Obtain Customer Information") 
(INSTRUCTIONS 
("Please enter the value for each of the following slots")) ;; Slot 




( (ARMSTRONG NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(ARMSTRONG DOLLAR-SALES "Sales in dollars: " 
:WIDTH 25) (ARMSTRONG TYPE "TYPE: " :WIDTH 70) 
(ARMSTRONG BUSINESS "BUSINESS: " :WIDTH 70) 
(ARMSTRONG SUPPLIERS "SUPPLIERS: " :WIDTH 25) 
(ARMSTRONG POWER "POWER: " :WIDTH 25) 
(ARMSTRONG NEEDS "NEEDS: " :WIDTH 70) 










"Which of the following types of customers do you serve?") 
(TITLE "Customer Type") 
(BORDER-COLOR :GREEN) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type 
MENU ;; Slot MENU-TYPE could not be saved of type KEYWORD 
(MAX-WIDTH 80) 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) ;; Slot LAST-ANSWER could not be saved of type 
CONS ;; Slot CHECK-BOX-LIST could not be saved of type CONS 
(CONTENTS 
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(:print-name "POWER MENU" 






("Which one of the following best describes your customer base?")) 
(TITLE "Power menu") 
(BORDER-COLOR :RED) ;; Slot MENU could not be saved of type MENU 
;; Slot MENU-TYPE could not be saved of type KEYWORD 
(CENTER :X-AND-Y) 







( (COMPANY-NAME :SLOT ABC-COM NAME :WIDTH 25) 
(COMPANY-MISSION :SLOT ABC-COM MISSION :WIDTH 70) 
(COMPANY-STRENGTHS :SLOT ABC-COM STRENGTHS :WIDTH 
70) 
(COMPANY-WEAKNESSES :SLOT ABC-COM WEAKNESSES 
: WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-GOALS :SLOT ABC-SUB GOALS :WIDTH 40) 
(SBU-ADV :SLOT ABC-SUB ADVANTAGES :WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-OPP :SLOT ABC-SUB OPPORTUNITIES :WIDTH 70) 
(SBU-MARKETS :SLOT ABC-SUB SELECTED-MARKETS :WIDTH 
30) 
(SBU-PROCESS :SLOT ABC-SUB PROCESS :WIDTH 30) 
(MARKET-NAME :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET NAME :WIDTH 25) 
(MARKET-DEFINITION :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET DEFINITION 
: WIDTH 70) 
(MARKET-TRENDS :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET TRENDS :WIDTH 
70) 
(MARKET-SHARE :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET MARKET-SHARE 
:WIDTH 25) 
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(MARKET-COMPETITORS :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET 
MAJOR-COMPETITORS :WIDTH 30) 
(MARKET-NEEDS :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET MARKET-NEEDS 
•.WIDTH 70) 
(MARKET-SEGMENTS :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET SEGMENTS 
:WIDTH 30) 
(MARKET-PRODUCTS :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET PRODUCTS 
:WIDTH 30) 
(MARKET-LIFE :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET LIFE-CYCLE 
:WIDTH 25) 
(MARKET-CUSTOMERS :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET CUSTOMERS 
:WIDTH 30) 
(MARKET-SIZE :SLOT CURRENT-MARKET DOLLAR-SALES 
:WIDTH 25))) 
(CONTENTS 
( ("Name: " COMPANY-NAME " Goals: " SBU-GOALS) 
("") ("Mission: " COMPANY-MISSION) ("") 
("Strengths: " COMPANY-STRENGTHS) ("") 
("Advantages: " SBU-ADV) ("") 
("Weaknesses: " COMPANY-WEAKNESSES) ("") 
("Opportunities: " SBU-OPP) ("") 
("Current Markets: " SBU-MARKETS " Process: " 
SBU-PROCESS) ("") 
("Market: " MARKET-NAME " Size: " MARKET-SIZE) 
("") ("Definition: " MARKET-DEFINITION) ("") 
("Trends: " MARKET-TRENDS) ("") 
("Market Share: " MARKET-SHARE " Customers: " 
MARKET-CUSTOMERS) ("") 
("Major Competitors: " MARKET-COMPETITORS 
" Life Cycle: " MARKET-LIFE) ("") 
("Products: " MARKET-PRODUCTS " Segments: " 
MARKET-SEGMENTS))) 
























































: dependency NIL 
direction :FORWARD 
: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 0 
rsponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?M IS ?N 
WITH EXISTING :NO 
WITH DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE ?A 
WITH TRENDS ?T 
WITH CUSTOMERS ?C 
WITH PRODUCTS ?P) 
(INSTANCE ABC-SUB IS SBU 
WITH ADVANTAGES ?A) 
(INSTANCE ?C IS CUSTOMERS 
WITH DISSATISFACTION-LEVEL HIGH) 
(OR 
(INSTANCE ?Q IS ?P 
WITH RELATIVE-COST LOWER) 
(INSTANCE ?Q IS ?P 
WITH RELATIVE-FUNCTIONALITY HIGHER)) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-SUB IS SBU 
WITH POTENTIAL-MARKETS ?N)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-CUSTOMER-MENU 
(:print-name "PRINT-customer-MENU" 
: doc-string "" 
dependency NIL 
direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE ADD-CUSTOMER-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
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THEN 
(INSTANCE CUSTOMER-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?N NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N DOLLAR-SALES "Sales in dollars: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N TYPE "TYPE: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N BUSINESS "BUSINESS: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N SUPPLIERS "SUPPLIERS: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N POWER "POWER: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N NEEDS "NEEDS: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N MARKETS "MARKET: " :WIDTH 40)) 
WITH MAX-WIDTH 80 










(INSTANCE ADD-CUSTOMER-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?N NAME "Name: " .WIDTH 25) 
(?N MAJOR-COMPETITORS "Major Competitors: " :WIDTH 25) 
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(?N DOLLAR-SALES "Sales in dollars: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N MARKET-NEEDS "Market Needs: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N PRODUCTS "Products: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N MARKET-SIZE "Market Size: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N GROWTH-RATE "Growth Rate: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N MARKET-SHARE "Market Share: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N EXISTING "Existing Market: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N OPPORTUNITIES "Sensitivity to opportunity: " 
:WIDTH 25) 
(?N THREATS "Sensitivity to threats: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE "Dominant Attribute: " :WIDTH 
40)) 
WITH MAX-WIDTH 80 










(INSTANCE ADD-SEGMENT-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?M) 
(INSTANCE PARENT-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?Q) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-PRODUCT IS EXPLAIN 
WITH GENSYM ?G) 
THEN 










(INSTANCE PARENT-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?Q) 
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(INSTANCE ADD-SEGMENT-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?M) 
THEN 








: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 120 
isponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET1-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?P) (INSTANCE ?I IS ?P) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 






: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 0 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET1-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 











(INSTANCE PARENT-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?Q) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ADD-SEGMENT-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-CURRENT-MENU 
(:print-name "PRINT-CURRENT-MENU" 







(INSTANCE TASK-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER EVALUATE-POSITION) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE TASK1-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 






: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 5 
:sponsor CURRENT-POSITION) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-AGENDA IS TASK-AGENDA 
WITH TASK-SELECTED DEFINE-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-AGENDA IS TASK-AGENDA 
WITH TASK1 COMPLETE) 
(EVALUATE 











: sponsor MARKET-DEFINE) 
(INSTANCE TASK-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH TASK-SELECTED DEFINE-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE TASK2-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH CONTENTS 
("Are you ready to define your market?") 
WITH GO :YES)) 









(INSTANCE DUMMY-AGENDA IS TASK-AGENDA 
WITH TASK-SELECTED EVALUATE-POSITION) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE 











(INSTANCE DUMMY-AGENDA IS TASK-AGENDA 
WITH TASK1 COMPLETE) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE 





: doc-string "" 






(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH EXISTING :NO 
WITH MAJOR-COMPETITORS ?C 
WITH DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE ?A) 
(INSTANCE ?C IS COMPETITORS 
WITH ?A EQUAL) 
(INSTANCE ABC-SUB IS SBU 
WITH STRATEGY NICHE) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 










(INSTANCE ADD-COMPETITOR IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE COMPETITOR-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?N NAME "Name: " :WIDTH 25) 
(?N MISSION "Mission: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N STRENGTHS "Strengths: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N WEAKNESSES "Weaknesses: " :WIDTH 70) 
(?N PRODUCTS "Products: " :WIDTH 70)) 
WITH MAX-WIDTH 80 
WITH GO :YES) 
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(INSTANCE COMP2-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (WORSE EQUAL BETTER) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?N 
WITH GO :YES) 
(INSTANCE COMP3-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (WORSE EQUAL BETTER) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?N 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY8 




: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 5 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE NEW-PRODUCT/NEW-MARKET) 
THEN 




(:print-name "Strategy 7" 
: doc-string "" 
:dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE NEW-PRODUCT/EXIST-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH CORPORATE-STRATEGY LATERAL-DIVERSIFICATION)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY6 









(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE RELATED-PRODUCT/NEW-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH CORPORATE-STRATEGY MARKET-EXTENSION)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY5 








(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE RELATED-PRODUCT/RELATED-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH CORPORATE-STRATEGY DIFFERENTIATION)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY4 








(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE RELATED-PRODUCT/EXIST-MARKET) 
THEN 




(:print-name "Strategy 3" 
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(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE EXIST-PRODUCT/NEW-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH CORPORATE-STRATEGY MARKET-DEVELOPMENT)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY2 








(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE EXIST-PRODUCT/RELATED-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH CORPORATE-STRATEGY SEGMENTATION)) 
(DEFINE-RULE STRATEGY 1 








(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH SCOPE EXISTING-PRODUCT-&-MARKET) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 











(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH STRATEGY ?S) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-STRATEGY-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The strategies for opportunity identification, compatible " 
:RETURN 
"with the firm’s product/market scope, are specified in the " 
:RETURN 
"strategy slot. For example, Penetration is the strategy for " 
iRETURN 
" promoting existing products in the existing markets.")) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 










(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 
WITH D-SLOT MISSION) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-MISSION-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The mission of a firm is usually a brief, descriptive statement " 
:RETURN 
"that captures the essense of the firm’s raison d’etre." 
:RETURN 
" For example, Producing high quality electronics products for " 
:RETURN " the discriminating user.")) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 
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WITH D-SLOT DUM-DUM)) 
(DEFINE-RULE START-SHOW 
(:print-name ’’START-SHOW" 



















(INSTANCE MARKETER IS SCREEN-CONTROL 
WITH STATUS :STARTED) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKETER IS SCREEN-CONTROL 
WITH STATUS rRUNNING 










(INSTANCE ADD-COMPETITOR IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 











(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-COM-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH ANSWER :YES) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-CO-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The company screen is used to develop a model" 
:RETURN 
"of the company you are analysing. We hope that this session will " 
iRETURN 
"enable you to iteratively develop a clear idea of both your" 
iRETURN "market and your business mission.") 
WITH CLEAR-BEFORE-NEW-DISPLAY :YES) 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-COM-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH ANSWER :NO)) 
(DEFINE-RULE EXPLAIN-STRATEGY 1 





: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 5 
isponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE NAME-STRATEGY IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER PENETRATION) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-STRATEGY-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The Penetration strategy is aimed at achieving a high market share" 
iRETURN 
"in existing markets with existing products. This growth strategy is not" 
iRETURN 
"based on innovation in products as much as in selling and promotion."))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE EXPLAIN-STRATEGY3 
(:print-name "Strategy 3" 
: doc-string "" 






(INSTANCE NAME-STRATEGY IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER MARKET-DEVELOPMENT) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-STRATEGY-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The market-development strategy is aimed at identifying new markets" 
:RETURN 
"for existing products. Export to international markets is a typical " 
:RETURN "example." :RETURN " "))) 
(DEFINE-RULE EXPLAIN-STRATEGY8 
(:print-name "Strategy 8" 
:doc-string "" 






(INSTANCE NAME-STRATEGY IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER CONGLOMERATE-DIVERSIFICATION) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EXPLAIN-STRATEGY-MENU IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 
("The diversification strategy is aimed at entering entirely new markets" 
:RETURN 
"with new products. This growth strategy is not easily implemented" 
:RETURN 
"since neither the technical nor the marketing expertise exists." 
rRETURN " "))) 
(DEFINE-RULE EVAL-MARKET-PENETRATION2 
(:print-name "EVAL-MARKET-PENETRATION2" 





: explanation-string "" 
:priority 0 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH VULNERABILITY VULNERABLE) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 
WITH PENETRATION POSSIBLE)) 
(DEFINE-RULE EXPLAIN-CHARACTERISTICS 
(•.print-name "EXPLAIN-CHARACTERISTICS" 







(INSTANCE MARKET-EVAL-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ?S) 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 
WITH ?S ?V -> ?R) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE (SETQ TEST1 ?R)) 
(EVALUATE (SOO)) 
(EVALUATE 











(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
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WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-VULNERABILITY IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE EVAL-MARKET-PENETRATION 
(:print-name ’EVAL-MARKET-PENETRATION" 







(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
(INSTANCE ?N IS MARKETS 
WITH VULNERABILITY INVULNERABLE) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 
WITH PENETRATION DIFFICULT)) 
(DEFINE-RULE EVALUATE-MARKET 
(:print-name "EVALUATE-MARKET' 







(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?N) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 







: certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string "" 
ipriority 100 
: sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE D-SLOT)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE POTENTIAL)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) (QUOTE 
RISK)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE INPUT)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE REWARD)) 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-MARKET) 
(QUOTE SCALE)) 











(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH EXISTING :NO 
WITH DOMINANT-ATTRIBUTE ?A 
WITH MAJOR-COMPETITORS ?C) 
(INSTANCE ?C IS COMPETITORS 
WITH ?A WORSE) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH VULNERABILITY VULNERABLE)) 
(DEFINE-RULE SBU-STRATEGY1 






: explanation-string "" 
:priority 10 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH EXISTING :NO 
WITH LIFE-CYCLE GROWTH 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 










(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH EXISTING :NO 
WITH COMFORT-FACTOR HIGH) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 










(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH EXISTING :NO 
WITH LIFE-CYCLE MATURITY 
THEN 
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(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH STRATEGY COMPETE-AGGRESSIVE)) 
(DEFINE-RULE CHECK-WINDOW 
(:print-name "CHECK-WINDOW" 




: explanation-string "" 
:priority 0 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE EVAL-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?M) 
(OR 
(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH EXISTING :NO 
WITH OPPORTUNITIES LAGGARD) 
(INSTANCE ?M IS MARKETS 
WITH EXISTING :NO 
WITH THREATS LAGGARD)) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY-MARKET IS EXPLAIN-MARKET 
WITH OPP-WINDOW OPEN)) 
(DEFINE-RULE NAME-PRODUCT 
(:print-name "NAME-PRODUCT" 







(INSTANCE ADD-PRODUCT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH CONTENTS 
("Enter a brief name for the Product") 











(INSTANCE ADD-PRODUCT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER EDIT) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH CONTENTS ("Enter the name of the Product ") 










(INSTANCE ADD-PRODUCT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PARENT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH CONTENTS 
("Enter name for the parent Product") 










(INSTANCE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?P) 
(INSTANCE PARENT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?Q) 
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(INSTANCE ADD-PRODUCT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 











(INSTANCE NEXT-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH ANSWER :YES) 
(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER EDIT)) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH CONTENTS ("Enter a brief name for the idea") 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE NEXT-IDEA 
(:print-name "NEXT-IDEA" 







(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE NEXT-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH CONTENTS ("Any new ideas?") 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE CREATE-NEW-IDEA 
(iprint-name "CREATE-NEW-IDEA" 








(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 






: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 125 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE NEXT-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 







: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 80 
isponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE IDEA-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?I NAME "Name: ") (?I DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(?I MARKETS "Markets: ") 
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(?I CRITERIA-SATISFIED "Criteria Satisfied: ") 
(?I SOURCE "Source: ") 
(?I NEEDS-SATISFIED "Needs Satisfied : ") 
(?I SCREENED "Successful Screen : ")) 
WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE PRINT-SOURCES 
(•.print-name "PRINT-SOURCES" 




: explanation-string "" 
priority 90 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE IDEA-SOURCE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS 
(EMPLOYEE CUSTOMER R&D MARKET-RESEARCH 
CREATIVE-THOUGHT 
COMPETITOR) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 







: explanation-string "" 
priority 70 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ABC-COM IS COMPANY 
WITH CRITERION 1 ?C1 
WITH CRITERION2 ?C2 
WITH CRITERION3 ?C3 
WITH CRITERION4 ?C4 
WITH CRITERION5 ?C5) 
(INSTANCE NAME-IDEA-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
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WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-IDEA IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE EVALUATE-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE-SEVERAL 
WITH CONTENTS (?C1 ?C2 ?C3 ?C4 ?C5) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH GO :YES) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-IDEA) (QUOTE ANSWER)))) 
(DEFINE-RULE FIND-INSTANCE 
(:print-name "FIND-INSTANCE" 
: doc-string "" 
:dependency NIL 
rdirection :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?P) (INSTANCE ?I IS ?P) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-INSTANCE-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I)) 
(DEFINE-RULE RESET-MORE-PRODUCT-MENUS 
(:print-name "RESET-MORE-PRODUCT-MENUS" 
: doc-string "" 
:dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE PRODUCT-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH ANSWER FINISH) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 




(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PRODUCT-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-PRODUCT) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 








: explanation-string "" 
priority 125 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-BRAND IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE BRAND-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 










(INSTANCE PRODUCT-INSTANCE-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-MENU IS SET-SLOT-VALUES 
WITH CONTENTS 
( (?I DESCRIPTION "Description: ") 
(?I MARKETS "Markets: ") 
(?I NEEDS-SATISFIED "Needs Satisfied : ") 
(?I ATTRIBUTES "Product Attributes: ")) 
WITH ANSWER FINISH 
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WITH GO :YES)) 
(DEFINE-RULE CREATE-PRODUCT-INSTANCE 




: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
:priority 124 
sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?P) 
(INSTANCE ADD-PRODUCT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-SIZE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT MARKET-SIZE 










: sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE GROWTH-MENU IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (NEGATIVE ERRATIC LOW MEDIUM HIGH) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT GROWTH-RATE 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-SHARE IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (LOW MEDIUM HIGH) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT MARKET-SHARE 






: certainty 1.0 
: explanation-string "" 
ipriority 90 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
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WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-EXIST IS POPUP-CONFIRM 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT EXISTING 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-OPPORTUNITY IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH CONTENTS (LAGGARD INNOVATOR) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT OPPORTUNITIES 










(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?I) 
(INSTANCE ADD-MARKET IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
WITH ANSWER ADD) 
THEN 
(INSTANCE MARKET-THREAT IS POPUP-CHOOSE 
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WITH CONTENTS (LAGGARD INNOVATOR) 
WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?I 
WITH TARGET-SLOT THREATS 




: dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE PRODUCT-PROFILE-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE (SETQ A (FRAME-ALL-CHILDREN ?A))) 
(INSTANCE PROFILE-WINDOW IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY (A))) 
(DEFINE-RULE MARKET-PROFILE 
(:print-name "MARKET-PROFILE" 
: doc-string "" 
: dependency NIL 
:direction :FORWARD 




(INSTANCE PROFILE-MENU IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH ANSWER ?A) 
THEN 
(EVALUATE (SETQ A (FRAME-ALL-CHILDREN ?A))) 
(INSTANCE PROFILE-WINDOW IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY (A))) 
(DEFINE-RULE RESET-VALUES 
(:print-name "RESET-VALUES" 
: doc-string "" 
dependency NIL 
direction :FORWARD 







(INSTANCE DUMMY IS EXPLAIN 
WITH D-SLOT2 NOTHING) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE TASK-MENU) (QUOTE 
ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-COMPETITOR) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PROFILE-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PRODUCT-PROFILE-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE NEXT-IDEA-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE NAME-IDEA-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-MARKET) (QUOTE 
ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE EVAL-MARKET-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-MARKET-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-PRODUCT) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PARENT-NAME-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE CHILD-NAME-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 




(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE MARKET-EXIST) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-IDEA) (QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PRODUCT-INSTANCE-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PRODUCT-NAME-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PARENT-NAME-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE PARENT-MARKET-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-SEGMENT-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-MARKET-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE ADD-MARKET1-MENU) 
(QUOTE ANSWER))) 
(EVALUATE 
(SLOT-RETRACT-VALUE (QUOTE DUMMY-PRODUCT) 
(QUOTE GENSYM)))rZ 
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE SESSION (TEXTBOOK MODEL) 
Welcome Screen 
Welcome to Market Advisor : 
In this session you will interactively develop a model of your markets in terms 
of market needs and measures; product categories and brands; and the organizations 
operating in the markets (including your own firm). You will then be able to 
evaluate these markets in terms of desirable characteristics. Once you have 
developed the model, you will have the option of obtaining profiles of the markets, 
products, and organizations. 
You may use these profiles along with other sources to generate ideas for products. 
These ideas will then be screened by the system. Finally, possible strategies for 
introducing these screened ideas can be obtained. 
Organizations Screen : 
Options available : (1) Describe/Edit own firm 
(2) Describe/Edit a competitor 
(3) Explain a slot 
(If user selects option(l), he can enter/edit slot values for his company through a 
permanent screen display) 
Name : Nestle Mission : Leader in packaged foods 
Strengths : Brands : Nescafe. Nestum 
Criteria : 
The strengths item, when selected, pulls up a list of strengths, and the user selects 
the appropriate ones. The list includes : financial, marketing, technical, and 
managerial strengths. 
Similarly, selecting the criteria item causes the following list to be displayed : 
corporate, production/technical, and marketing synergies, competitive advantage, 
expected sales growth, ROI, and market potential. In addition, the user can specify 
up to 3 additional "must" criteria. 
(If user selects option(2), a number of popup-menus are presented for interactive 
description/editing of the competitor) 
Enter Competitor name : 
The other slots are similar to the first option. 
(If user selects option(3), a popup-ask-user menu is displayed and the user specifies 
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the slot for which an explanation is required.) 
Enter slot name : mission 
(the explanation for the mission slot is then displayed in the output window) 
The mission of the firm is usually a brief statement that captures the firm's raison 
d'etre. 
Markets Screen : 
Options : (1) Describe/Edit a market 
(2) Evaluate a market 
(3) Profile a market 
(4) Segment a market 
(5) Explain options/slots 
(For each option, a popup-ask-user menu is displayed and the user enters the market 
name - see also figures 7 & 8) 
(1) Enter market need : Stimulant 
Is the market growth rate : negative, erratic, low, moderate, or high, (user selects 
one) 
Is the market share of your firm : low, medium, or high 
Is the investment requirement : low, medium, or high 
Is the profitability : low, medium, or high 
Is the market : unstable, or stable 
Is the probability of losses : high, medium, or low 
Is the market size : small, medium, or large 
Who are the competitors : General Foods. Nabisco. General Mills 
(2) (Based on the market measures obtained in the market description, the market 
is evaluated in terms of the desirable characteristics - see also figure 7. These 
characteristics are displayed on the permanent markets screen itself.) 
(3) (The market is profiled in terms of the frame hierarchy. This is similar to the 
products profile. All segments of a market are displayed and their sub-markets and 
so on. See also figure 5. The user can then use the segment option to further 
segment any particular market or segment.) 
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Products Screen : 
Options : (1) Describe/Edit a product 
(2) Describe/Edit a brand 
(3) Profile a product category 
(4) Explain options/slots 
(Options 1,3 & 4 are similar to those in the markets screen) 
(2) Enter Brand name : Nescafe 
Name products which sell under this name : Instant-coffee Ground Coffeee 
(Each product generates an instance of the brand) 
Select value on dimension 1 : low, medium, high 
Select value on dimension 2 : low, medium, high 
(Dimensions 1 & 2 are obtained from the product description option) 
Enter two major consumer preference dimensions : Taste 
Mildness 
Recommendations Screen : 
Options : (1) Generate Ideas 
(2) Screen Ideas 
(3) Select Strategy 
(4) Explain slots/options 
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